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Abstract:
Estrous synchronization protocols are used to manipulate the estrous cycles of beef cows in order to
make artificial insemination easier to apply. Several studies have characterized protocols with respect
to pregnancy rate, cost, and labor demand; however, few reports have studied the effects of estrous
synchronization programs on enterprise profitability. Therefore, the objectives of this research were to:
1) evaluate the effects of estrous synchronization programs on enterprise profitability in Northern
Range cow-calf operations and 2) identify optimum protocols and specific management decisions, if
any exist. Also, because a computer model of range beef production capable of simulating the
numerous variables related to estrous synchronization programs, a third objective was to develop a
simulation model with these capabilities. The model accounted for a variety physiological and
economic parameters. Special variables to mimic the effects of estrous synchronization were
probability of response to a protocol when a female is cycling or non-cycling and the elapsed time from
administration until estrus. A northern range cow-calf production unit was simulated, applying estrous
synchronization to either none of the herd, only yearling heifers, or both yearlings and mature cows.
Protocols evaluated were: one-injection PGF2a system, two-injection PGF2α system, MGA/PGF2α,
Select Synch, CO-Synch, and CIDR/PGF2α. The length of breeding season was either 45 or 66 d.
Relative to natural service, calving percentage in the early period of calving season, calf weaning
weight and age, herd pregnancy rate, and number of pregnant cows sold were increased by applying
estrous synchronization. Production costs were increased due to added cost of estrous synchronization;
however, costs associated with bulls were reduced and increased revenue covered the cost for estrous
synchronization and produced added profit. Hence, depending on protocols applied, estrous
synchronization with artificial insemination could be more profitable than natural service. As a heifer
protocol, MGA/PGF2α was suitable, and for mature cows, protocols that can induce cyclicity in
anestrous cows were effective and beneficial. Estrous synchronization can help producers achieve a
short breeding season and increase profitability over and above that possible via genetic improvement
through artificial insemination. 
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ABSTRACT

Estrous synchronization protocols are used to manipulate the estrous cycles of beef cows 
in order to make artificial insemination easier to apply. Several studies have 
characterized protocols with respect to pregnancy rate, cost, and labor demand; however, 
few reports have studied the effects of estrous synchronization programs on enterprise 
profitability. Therefore, the objectives of this research were to: I) evaluate the effects of 
estrous synchronization programs on enterprise profitability in Northern Range cow-calf 
operations and 2) identify optimum protocols and specific management decisions, if any 
exist. Also, because a computer model of range beef production capable of simulating 
the numerous variables related to estrous synchronization programs, a third objective was 
to develop a simulation model with these capabilities. The model accounted for a variety 
physiological and economic parameters. Special variables to mimic the effects of estrous 
synchronization were probability of response to a protocol when a female is cycling or 
non-cycling and the elapsed time from administration until estrus. A northern range cow- 
calf production unit was simulated, applying estrous synchronization to either none of the 
herd, only yearling heifers, or both yearlings and mature cows. Protocols evaluated were: 
one-injection PGFaa system, two-injection PGFaa system, MGAZPGFaa, Select Synch, 
CO-Synch, and CIDRZPGF2a. The length of breeding season was either 45 or 66 d. 
Relative to natural service, calving percentage in the early period of calving season, calf 
weaning weight and age, herd pregnancy rate, and number of pregnant cows sold were 
increased by applying estrous synchronization. Production costs were increased due to 
added cost of estrous synchronization; however, costs associated with bulls were reduced 
and increased revenue covered the cost for estrous synchronization and produced added 
profit. Hence, depending on protocols applied, estrous synchronization with artificial 
insemination could be more profitable than natural service. As a heifer protocol, 
MGAZPGF2a was suitable, and for mature cows, protocols that can induce cyclicity in 
anestrous cows were effective and beneficial. Estrous synchronization can help 
producers achieve a short breeding season and increase profitability over and above that 
possible via genetic improvement through artificial insemination.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

Compared to natural service, artificial insemination (Al) is one of the most valuable 

management tools used by beef and dairy cattle producers to access genetically superior 

sires (Odde, 1990; Sprott, 1999; Stenquist and Geary, 2001a,b). As a reproductive 

management tool to make Al easier to apply, estrous synchronization has been researched 

since the 1960’s (Patterson et ah, 1989a; Odde, 1990).

In the U.S. beef industry, only a small percentage of beef producers use estrous 

synchronization (Geary et al, 1998, 2001; Sprott, 1999), while in the dairy industry, it is 

frequently applied (Britt, 1985; Fogwell et ah, 1986; Fetrow and Blanchard, 1987,1988; 

Britt and Gaska, 1998). Reasons why few beef producers use estrous synchronization 

and Al include: I) beef cattle are maintained on rangeland, 2) Al requires more labor than 

natural service for estrous detection and insemination, and 3) many producers lack the 

needed management skills, facilities, and understanding of estrous synchronization with 

Al systems (Odde, 1990; Sprott, 1999; Stenquist and Geary, 2001b).

Several studies have focused on the advantages and disadvantages of estrous 

synchronization protocols as related to pregnancy rate, cost (semen and synchronization 

agents), and labor demand (Mares et al., 1977; Miksch et al., 1978; Spitzer et al., 1978; 

Kiser et al., 1980; Pace and Sulivan, 1980; Spitzer et al., 1981; Brown et al., 1986a,b; 

Brown et al., 1988; Mauck et al., 1988; Yelich et al., 1988, 1995; Patterson et al., 1989b; 

Carpenter et al., 1991; Macmillan and Peterson, 1993; Fanning et al., 1995; Fike et al.,
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1997; Stevenson et al., 1997, 1998, 2000; Anderson and Day, 1998; DeJarnette, 1998; 

Geary, 1998; Geary et al., 1998, 2001; Lammoglia et al, 1998; McDowell et al, 1998; 

Deutscher et al., 2000; Kojima et al, 2000; Lamb et al., 2000; Lucy et al., 2001). 

However, few reports have discussed the effects of estrous synchronization programs on 

enterprise profitability (Higgins, 1981; Gaines et al, 1993; Lowman et al, 1994). 

Furthermore, the latter studies were written based on different protocols, and different 

management conditions; hence, results cannot be extrapolated to other environments.

This led me to review literature in terms of estrous synchronization protocols, 

management considerations, and potential benefits.
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction

This chapter will summarize and present scientific studies regarding the potential of 

estrous synchronization with Al programs to improve enterprise profit. This review will 

consist of the following broad topic areas: I) physiology of estrous cycles in cattle, 2) 

commercial estrous synchronization protocols, 3) important management factors 

associated with the application of estrous synchronization and Al, 4) potential benefits of 

estrous synchronization and Al in commercial cow-calf operations, and 5) efficiency and 

relevance of simulation models to this study.

Physiology of Estrous Cycles

Estrous Cycle

The estrous cycle of cows is approximately 21 d and is composed of a luteal phase and 

a follicular phase (Hafez, 1993a; Figure I).

Luteal Phase. The luteal phase lasts 16 to 17 d and consists of the development, 

maintenance, and regression of the corpus luteum (CL). Formation of the CL is complete 

by about 5 d after ovulation and is maintained until d 17. During this period, as the CL 

matures, progesterone (P4) is secreted. Increased circulating P4 acts on the hypothalamus 

and anterior pituitary to prevent the secretion of gonadotropin-releasing hormone
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(GnRH)5 follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH)5 and luteinizing hormone (LH); hormones 

that promote new follicular growth and ovulation. Progesterone secretion must be 

maintained to support pregnancy. Maternal recognition of pregnancy occurs between d 

15 to 19 (Thatcher et al.5 1986; Roberts et al.5 1990). If the uterus does not recognize 

pregnancy, prostaglandin Faa (PGFza) is secreted by the uterus, which causes regression 

of the CL (Whittier, 1998; Taylor and Field, 1999).

Follicular Phase. The follicular phase lasts 3 to 6 d. As the CL regresses, secretion of 

P4 decreases, leading to increased production of GnRH5 FSH5 and LH. The new 

dominant follicle of the current follicular wave (discussed in the next section) develops 

further and secretes estrogen (primary estradiol; Ez), which causes the physical sign of 

estrus and is the initiator of an impending ovulation. Estrus lasts approximately 8 to 30 h 

(average 18 h) and ovulation occurs approximately 6 to 18 h (average 14 h) after the end 

of estrus (ABS Global, Inc., 1996). After the ovum is released from the follicle, the 

remaining cells luteinize to form the CL and the luteal phase starts again (Hafez, 1993a; 

Taylor and Field, 1999).

Follicular Wave

Ultrasound technology has enabled researchers to observe follicular development on 

the ovaries (Ginther et al., 1996; Bao and Garverick 1998; DeJarnette5 2001). Follicular 

growth (recruitment) occurs in waves throughout the 21-d estrous cycle. There are 

usually two to four follicular waves during each estrous cycle (Bao and Garverick, 1998) 

as each follicular wave takes 7 to 12 d before follicular turnover (atresia of the dominant
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follicle and reinitiation of a new follicular wave) occurs (Ginther et al., 1989a,b). The 

first wave usually emerges on a day of ovulation of the previous cycle (d I in the estrous 

cycle, Ginther et al., 1989a, 1996; Roche and Boland, 1991). Each wave is characterized 

by rapid growth of a group of similar size follicles (cohort). As the wave proceeds, 

follicles die one by one (atresia), and finally, only one follicle (dominant follicle) remains 

and grows to a much larger size. The dominant follicle has the ability to regulate and 

restrict the growth of other smaller follicles and to produce Ez. The dominant follicle is 

capable of ovulating if it receives sufficient gonadotropin (FSH and TH) support 

(Draincourt, 1991; Roche and Boland, 1991). However, if luteolysis has not yet occurred 

and P4 concentrations are too high, the dominant follicle undergoes atresia, and is 

followed by initiation of a new follicular wave and formation of a new dominant follicle. 

The dominant follicle of the last wave of the estrous cycle becomes the follicle that will 

ovulate (Figure 2).

Postpartum Anestrous Period

After calving, follicular waves are observed during the early stages of the postpartum 

period (Savio et al., 1990). Thus, dominant follicles are present during the postpartum 

anestrous period, but they do not mature or ovulate (Spicer and Echtemkamp, 1986).

This is due to absence of appropriate LH pulses as dominant follicles in this stage are 

unable to produce sufficient Ez (Spicer and Echtemkamp, 1986; Lucy et al., 1992; Yavas 

and Walton, 2000). Absence of LH pulses in the early postpartum period is due to 

depletion of LH stores in the anterior pituitary, suckling, and inadequate energy intake
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(Lucy et al., 1992; Yavas and Walton, 2000). Pituitary stores of LH are restored between 

d 15 and 30 postpartum (Williams, 1990; Yavas and Walton, 2000).

Following parturition, the concentration of P4 is undetectable until a few days before 

the first normal estrus and ovulation (Hafez, 1993a). However, a silent ovulation 

(ovulation without estrus) can occur within 5 wk postpartum that is followed by a short 

estrous cycle (Fernandez, 1993). Ova from this short cycle can be fertilized, but 

pregnancy is not maintained, probably due to early CL regression (Ramirez-Godinez et 

ah, 1982). The concentration of P4 will increase during the first luteal phase, which 

follows the silent ovulation; hence the second postpartum ovulation is associated with 

estrus (Hafez, 1993a; Allrich, 1994).

Estrous Synchronization Protocols

Although there are estrous synchronization protocols other than those cited here which 

have proven effective in scientific studies, those cited in the following section are 

considered to be the most practical and popular (Geary, 1997; Taylor and Field, 1999; 

Stenquist and Geary, 2001a). Some protocols can induce normal estrous cycles or 

ovulation in anestrous cows, but those are effective only for cows that are close to 

starting to cycle on their own. No protocols are able to restore infertility of cows caused 

by environmental, genetic, physiologic, and metabolic factors including breed, strain, 

nutritional level, suckling, milk production, frequency of milking, and level of and 

genetic potential for milk yield (Hafez, 1993 a; Stenquist and Geary, 2001a).
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Traditional Synchronization Protocols

The luteolytic property of PGFja has made synchronization programs feasible in 

commercial herds. By regressing the CL of an ovary, PGF2a decreases P4 levels and 

allows cows to progress into estrus. For PGF2a to be effective, each cow must have a 

functionally mature CL. A single injection OfPGF2a is not effective in heifers that have 

not reached puberty or in anestrous cows. Hence, to achieve synchrony of estrus with 

PGF2a, a large number of cows in the herd must be cycling. Following are four estrous 

synchronization and Al systems that utilize PGF2a. Compared to most other protocols, 

these are less expensive and easier to administer.

One-Injection PGF2a with Breeding After Injection. All cows are injected with one 

dose OfPGF2a and bred 12 h after standing estrus. With this protocol, producers can 

expect that PGF2a will cause luteolysis in cycling cows, but not in anestrous cows and 

heifers that have not reached puberty. Approximately 60 to 70% of cycling cows are 

expected to display estrus during the next 4 to 5 d. The estimated pregnancy rate is 

dependent upon the percentage of cows responding and the conception rate, but is 

generally about 37%. The estimated cost per pregnant female is approximately $36 

(Geary, 1997; Stenquist and Geary 2001a).

One-Injection PGF2a with 10 Days of Breeding. During the first 5 d, females are 

observed for estrus and bred. During this period, those cycling females that have not 

been inseminated are assumed to have developed a mature CL (d 5 to 17 of estrous cycle) 

that will respond to PGF2a. On d 6, all cows not bred previously are injected with one
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dose OfPGF2a and bred 12 h after standing estrus by d 10. Approximately 90% of 

cycling cows will be bred during the first IOd of breeding season. The estimated 

pregnancy rate for a typical herd is approximately 50%. The estimated cost per pregnant 

female is approximately $34 (Geary, 1997; Stenquist and Geary 2001a).

Two-Injection PGF2a with Breeding After Each Injection. All cows are given one shot 

OfPGF2a. Approximately 60 to 70% of cycling cows should be in estrus during the next 

4 to 5 d. Females are bred 12 h after standing estrus. Cows not bred after the first 

injection receive a second injection 11 to 14 d later and are bred 12 h after they are 

detected in estrus. With this protocol, producers can expect that PGF2a will cause 

luteolysis in cycling cows with a mature CL. By waiting for 11 to 14 d, the mature CL of 

the next cycle is expected to respond to the second injection. The estimated pregnancy 

rate for a typical herd is approximately 50%. The estimated cost per pregnant female is 

approximately $37 (Geary, 1997; Stenquist and Geary 2001a).

Two-Injection PGF2o with Breeding After the Second Injection. Two shots OfPGF2o 

are given with an 11 to 14 d interval. Like the other two-shot program, 60 to 70% of 

cycling cows will show estrus after the first injection. These cattle and the remainder of 

cycling cattle should not be bred at this time. Estrous detection and Al should be 

conducted for 4 to 5 d only after the second injection. Synchrony of estrus is about 70 to 

80% of cycling cows. The estimated pregnancy rate generally results in approximately 

50%. The estimated cost per cow pregnant is approximately $39 (Geary, 1997; Stenquist 

and Geary 2001a).
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MGA/PGFig. Melengestrol acetate (MGA) is a synthetic progestin which suppresses 

estrus in cattle. In this procedure, MGA (0.5 mg-head'^day'1) is fed for 14 d and one 

shot OfPGF2a is given 17 d after MGA withdrawal. With this regimen, females are 

expected to be in their late luteal phase when they are injected with PGF2a injection.

Peak estrous response among treated females is 48 to 72 h after PGF2a injection. 

Although it takes 31 d, this program is easy to administer if cattle are eating out of a 

feedbunk.

This protocol can induce estrus among some anestrous females by mimicking a 

normal estrous cycle. A luteal phase, Le., high concentration of P4, will be established by 

feeding MGA. Brown et al. (1988) reported a 40.3% pregnancy rate in anestrous heifers. 

Considering the 31-d period and that most lactating cows usually would not have calved 

early enough to receive this treatment, this protocol is used primarily in heifers. The 

estimated pregnancy rate is 55%. The estimated cost per pregnant female is 

approximately $35. Also, timed Al without estrous detection at 72 h to 80 h after PGF2a 

injection results in about 55% pregnancy rate at about $37 per pregnant female (Geary, 

1997; Stenquist and Geary 2001a).

Recent studies reported an improvement to this protocol by extending the interval 

between last MGA feeding and PGF2a injection from 17 d to 19 d (Deutscher et al., 2000; 

Lamb et al., 2000). With this procedure, first service conception rate and pregnancy rate 

were as high or higher than for the 17-d system, although they were not statistically 

different in both papers. However, in both papers, it was found that a higher percentage 

of heifers, cycled by 72 h after PGF2a injection in the 19-d system than those in the 17-d
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system. In a field trial by Deutscher et al. (2000), statistical differences were reported in 

estrous detection during the 5-d synchronization period (10% more in the 19-d system), 

pregnancy rate during the 5-d Al period (7.6% higher in the 19-d system), pregnancy rate 

after 30 d of breeding (5.5% higher in the 19-d system), and estrous response within 84 h 

after PGFia injection (15% more in the 19-d system). The theory behind this 

improvement was that preovulatory follicles would be more mature by delaying the 

PGFia administration by 2 d  (Lamb et al., 2000). Deutscher et al. (2000) suggested that 

heifers in the later stages of their estrous cycles had higher pregnancy rate. The Al 

conception rate was the highest in heifers in their late luteal phase, and decreased with 

decreased CL age (67% for late luteal phase and 43% for early luteal phase heifers). 

Deutscher et al. (2000) reported that 53% of heifers in the 19-d system were in later 

stages of their estrous cycles (d 15, 16, or 17), while only 2% of heifers in the 17-d 

system were in this category. This may be the reason that the 19-d system yielded better 

results than the 17-d system.

Syncro-Mate B®. This procedure consists of an ear implant of a synthetic progestin 

(Norgestomet) and an injection of norgestomet and estradiol valerate on the first day and 

removal of the implant 9 d later. After removing implants, cows are expected to display 

estrus during the next 4 to 5 d and should be inseminated 12 h after first detected in 

estrus. Norgestomet blocks the release of E2 that causes ovulation and prevents females 

from displaying estrus. Estradiol valerate has luteolytic properties and remains in the 

blood for about 5 d. This causes regression of the mature CL and any new CL that 

develop during this period. When the implant is removed, females should have a
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dominant follicle but no CL, so they exhibit estrus and ovulate as this dominant follicle 

grows and produces E2. Estrus generally occurs within 36 to 48 h after implant removal. 

Timed Al without heat detection (48 to 54 h after implant removal) or a combination of 

both Al with heat detection and timed Al can be applied. The estimated pregnancy rate is 

approximately 55% for Al with heat detection and 50% for mass AL The estimated cost 

per pregnant female is approximately $41 for Al with heat detection and $47 for mass AL 

This program is difficult to administer and expensive due to the ear implants, and fertility 

is variable (Zaied et ah, 1976; Spitzer et ah, 1978, 1981; Odde, 1990; Odde and Holland, 

1994; Geary, 1997; Stenquist and Geary, 2001a). Like MGA/PGFza, this protocol can 

also induce estrus among anestrous females by mimicking a short estrous cycle.

Progestin applied in the MGAZPGFaa and Syncro-Mate B protocols acts synergistically 

with Ea to induce behavioral estrus (Hafez, 1993b). Brown et ah (1988) reported a 26.2% 

pregnancy rate with anestrous heifers using Syncro-Mate B.

Currently, Syncro Mate B is no longer produced and probably will never return to the 

market.

Synchronization of Ovulation

Recent studies have revealed that GnRH can be used to manipulate the follicular wave 

patterns in cattle (Twagiramungu et ah, 1995). By causing the release of both LH and 

FSH, administration of GnRH eliminates large follicles by either ovulation or atresia. 

Emergence of a new follicular wave occurs within 3 to 4 d after treatment regardless of 

the stage of the estrous cycle. As a result, administration of GnRH initiates development 

of luteal tissue associated with ovulation of a dominant follicle, which will respond to
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PGF2a 6 to 7 d later. Hence, one dose of PGFia synchronizes luteal regression and 

ovulation in animals previously administered GnRH. Because GnRH stimulates 

secretion of both LH and FSH, this protocol and its variations can induce ovulation in 

anestrous cows (DeJarnette, 1998, 2001; Stenquist and Geary 2001a). However, 

ovulation of a dominant follicle does not occur in all cases. This is because the ability of 

a follicle to ovulate depends on its developmental stage at the time of treatment 

(Twagiramungu, et ah, 1995). Cows without a dominant follicle on one of their ovaries 

will not respond to an injection of GnRH. Silcox et al. (1993) reported that exogenous 

GnRH caused ovulation when administered during the growing or static phase of each 

follicular wave, but did not affect follicles when administered during the regression phase 

(initiation of the recruitment of the cohort of the next wave). Cycling cows, that have 

recently undergone follicular turnover and initiated recruitment of a cohort of follicles 

which contains the ovulatory follicles (i.e., final follicular wave of an estrous cycle) at the 

time of a GnRH injection, may undergo normal luteolysis and exhibit estrus during the 

next 5 to 7 d.

Select Synch. This protocol is relatively easy and simple to administer and includes a 

GnRH injection followed 7 d later by a PGFiainjection. This protocol has demonstrated 

a higher pregnancy rate than PGFiatreatment alone (DeJarnette, 1998; Wallace, 1998; 

Stevenson et ah, 2000). Females are observed for signs of estrus from 24 h before PGFia 

injection and for the next 4 or 5 d after PGFia injection and inseminated 12 h after 

standing estrus. Most females show estrus 2 to 4 d after PGFia injection, but some 

exhibit standing estrus 6 to 7 d after GnRHinjection (Geary, 1997; Geary et al., 2000;
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DeJarnett, 2001; Stenquist and Geary 2001a). Estimated pregnancy rate is approximately 

55%. Estimated cost per pregnant female is approximately $37 (Geary, 1997; Stenquist 

and Geary 2001a). In a couple of experiments by Stevenson et al. (1998, 2000), 

pregnancy rates in noncycling cows were approximately 30%. Because the success with 

this protocol depends on good estrous detection and breeding of cows in standing estrus, 

conception rates will tend to be higher and less variable than with timed Al protocols 

(DeJamett, 2001). A 7-d interval is easy for scheduling reproductive management for a 

herd (e.g., GnRH injection on Monday is followed by PGFia injection on next Monday; 

Thatcher et al., 1993).

Ovsynch. This protocol is only slightly different from the Select Synch protocol, and 

involves one more GnRH injection 2 d after PGFia injection and timed insemination 

(timed Al without estrous detection) 16 to 24 h later. The second GnRH injection 

synchronizes the LH surge and induces a fertile ovulation in cows that have not yet 

exhibited estrus (Twagiramungu et al, 1995; Taylor and Field, 1999). Geary et al (1998) 

demonstrated a higher pregnancy rate among beef cows receiving Ovsynch as opposed to 

Syncro-Mate B® (54% vs 42%). Geary et al. (1998) reported a 49% pregnancy rate 

among anestrous cows that received the Ovsynch protocol. The disadvantage of this 

protocol is that it requires intensive labor, Fe., four times for animal handling (Geary et 

al, 1998; DeJamett, 2001). Estimated cost per pregnant female is $53 (Geary, 1997; 

Stenquist and Geary 200la). .
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CO-Synch. This protocol was derived from the Ovsynch protocol. The 

synchronization injections are the same as in the Ovsynch protocol, but timed Al is 

conducted at the same time as the second GnRH injection (Geary and Whittier, 1998; 

Geary et ah, 2001), which is less labor intense than Ovsynch (3 times of handling).

Geary (1998) and Geary et al. (2001) reported that a similar pregnancy rate to Ovsynch 

was achieved from CO-Synch. Also, Geary et al. (2001) reported a 48% pregnancy rate 

among anestrous cows receiving either protocol. Both Ovsynch and CO-Synch are 

expensive due to the two GnRH injections and the fact that all cows are inseminated 

rather than only those cows observed in estrus (Geary, 1998). Estimated cost per 

pregnant female is $53 (Geary, 1997; Stenquist and Geary 2001a).

Although the Ovsynch and CO-Synch programs allow mass Al without estrous 

detection, the addition of some estrous detection to these protocols is beneficial. Some 

cows show natural estrus between d 6 (I d before PGFia injection) and d 9 (day of the 

second GnRH injection). These cows should be bred 12 h after detected in estrus, and 

any subsequent injection should not be administered (DeJamett, 2001).

Potentially New Protocol

CIDR/PGFiq. A controlled intravaginal drug-releasing (CIDR) device was first 

developed in New Zealand as a source of exogenous P4 (Macmillan and Peterson, 1993). 

The CIDR is a T-shaped device that is placed into the vagina with a lubricated applicator. 

The applicator collapses the wings to permit insertion into the vagina. Expulsion of the 

CIDR from the applicator within the vagina allows relaxation of the wings and retention 

of the CIDR within the vagina by exerting pressure on the vaginal wall. A thin nylon tail
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attached to the end of the CIDR is kept outside of vagina and is used to remove the insert 

at the completion of the treatment period (Lucy et ah, 2001).

The protocol includes CIDR insertion on d 0 and removal on d 7 with an injection of 

PGFia on d 6 or 7 (Macmillan and Peterson, 1993; Lucy et ah, 2001). A future option 

may include the use of estradiol benzoate with or without PGFia 24 to 30 h after the 

CIDR removal (Fike et al., 1997; Larnmoglia et al., 1998). In cyclic females, the 

exogenous P4 from the CIDR maintains circulating P4 concentration so that estrus will be 

synchronized after withdrawal of the CIDR and administration of PGFia and/or estradiol 

benzoate).

This treatment can induce estrous cycles in anestrous females. Insertion of the CIDR 

causes a quick rise in serum concentration of P4 and mimics a short luteal phase. Lucy et 

al. (2001) reported a 71% and 46% pregnancy rate among cyclic and anestrous cows, 

respectively, during a 31-d Al period following synchronization with a CIDR for 7 d and 

a PGF2a injection on d 6. In this experiment, 46% of cyclic and 26% of anestrous cows 

became pregnant during the first 3 d. Macmillan and Peterson (1993) reported the peak 

in estrous response was 48 h after device removal. Yavas and Walton (2000) have 

suggested the CIDR regimen has the potential to induce normal estrous cycles and 

ovulation in cows as early as 3 to 4 wk postpartum.

Summary

Table I summarizes the pregnancy rate of each protocol from previous studies.

Sources of literature for Table I are listed in Table 2. Those numbers without sources are 

cited from Stenquist and Geary (2001a). Specific conditions of the experiments are noted
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with superscripts. Pregnancy rates are defined as the number of pregnant females divided 

by the number of females that received the synchronization treatment.

Management Considerations

Estrous synchronization with Al requires sound management and planning to be 

successful. Although Al enables producers to utilize genetically superior sires, facilitates 

crossbreeding, and improves record keeping, compared to natural service, Al requires: I) 

better management, 2) skilled labor, 3) special facilities, and 4) extra time and 

commitment for estrous detection (Stenquist and Geary, 2001b). A management goal is 

to have a high percentage of females exhibiting normal estrous cycles before the breeding 

season. No synchronization program will enhance overall pregnancy rates, increase 

conception, or improve reproductive performance in anestrous cattle when poor 

management is responsible for that condition (Fogwell et al., 1986; Stenquist and Geary, 

2001a).

Nutrition

Nutritional management is one of the critical factors affecting reproduction efficiency 

of cattle (Randel, 1990). Nutritional status affects postpartum interval (PPI, discussed 

later), body fat stores, and milk production. These factors interrelate with each other 

because nutritional status depends on suckling status and vice versa (Short et al., 1994). 

All of these nutritional factors and interactions among them affect the neuroendocrine 

control of reproduction (Short and Adams, 1988).
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Body condition score (BCS) is a practical indicator of nutritional status of females 

(Wetteman, 1994; Kunlcle et al., 1994). Higher BCS is associated with higher pregnancy 

rates (when considering BCS of 3 to 6). Kunkle et al. (1994) recommended a minimum 

BCS of 5.0 at breeding to ensure yearly calving intervals in beef cows. Geary et al. 

(1998) and DeJamette (1998) reported minimum BCS for estrous synchronization 

programs as > 5 and > 4, respectively.

For cows, the most important nutritional period is from 3 mo before calving to 3 mo 

after calving (Stenquist and Geary, 2001b). After calving, the first priority for their 

partitioning of nutrients is lactation. Cows require additional nutrition to start normal 

estrous cycles and conceive. Estrous cycles usually can be maintained if BCS is 4 or 

greater (Short et al., 1990). Short et al. (1990) stated the relationship between BCS at 

calving and the length of PPI as the lower BCS associated with longer PPI whereas PPI 

was not affected when BCS was above 7. Also, postcalving dietary intake affects the 

length of PPI when BCS at calving is less than 6. There is not a strong effect when cows 

are fed adequate or higher amounts, but PPI is lengthened when cows are fed lower 

amounts (Short et al., 1990).

In replacement heifers, nutritional management from weaning to breeding is critical 

because puberty is directly related to age and weight (Paterson et al., 1992; Bagley,

1993). Heifers reaching puberty later in their first breeding season will calve later and 

rebreed later. For heifers to calve as a 2-yr-old, they must conceive at 14 to 15 mo of 

age, and to attain high pregnancy rates at this time, they should weigh 60 percent or more 

of their mature weight (Taylor and Field, 1999; Stenquist and Geary, 2001b). Patterson
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et al. (1989b) reported a higher pregnancy rate in heifers that were heavier and received 

higher energy diets than those that were lighter and received lower energy diets. Also, 

first-calf heifers are still growing after parturition, hence they have nutritional 

requirements for growth, in addition to nutritional requirements for milk production and 

rebreeding (Deutscher, 1985a).

Herd Management

Replacement Heifers. Replacement heifers should be bred so that they calve 2 to 3 wk 

earlier than the main herd because they typically have an 80 to 90 d PPI, which is 20 to 

30 d longer than the PPI for mature cows (Patterson et al., 1992; Bagley, 1993).

Breeding heifers to calve ahead of the cow herd involves some practical implications: I) 

it enables heifers to be bred on schedule with the mature cows the following year, and 2) 

in the early part of the calving season, members of the calving crew are still fresh and can 

pay more attention to heifers (Deutscher, 1985b; Stenquist, 2001). When replacement 

heifers are retained from earlier calving cows, those heifers will be older at the beginning 

of their first breeding season and more likely to have reached puberty and targeted body 

weights than those retained from later calving cows (DeJarnett, 2001).

Heifer Bulls. The sires chosen for breeding heifers should be different from those 

chosen for mature cows. Sires chosen for breeding to replacement heifers should be 

selected from bulls with lower birth weight expected progeny differences with high 

accuracy to prevent dystocia (Cook et al., 1993).
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Postpartum Interval. Nutritional status, body reserves, and suckling all affect PPI 

length (Short et ah, 1990, 1994). Short et al. (1990, 1994) suggested that the length of 

breeding season has a direct effect on percentage of anestrous cows at the beginning of 

the following breeding season. They recommended 45-d or shorter breeding season. 

Assuming that gestation length is about 283 d, a 45-d breeding season enables cows 37 to 

82 d to return to estrous cyclicity by the beginning of the following breeding season. In 

addition, a short breeding season may produce more uniform and heavier calves. With 

longer breeding seasons, such as 60 or 80 d, more cows will be in the early postpartum 

anestrous period at the beginning of next breeding season and some cows will not have 

calved by the start of the next breeding season. Stenquist and Geary (2001b) suggested a 

minimum PPI of 45-d at the start of the breeding season. Carpenter et al. (1991) and 

Stevenson et al. (1998) suggested a critical PPI for estrous synchronization programs as > 

60 d and > 40 d, respectively.

Herd Identification. Each female should be individually identified to allow accurate 

record keeping and heat detection. Ear tags and brisket tags are available and a backup 

system such as freeze brands or tattoos is useful. Useful records include day of first 

postpartum estrus, date of breeding, pregnancy status, and anticipated calving date 

(Stenquist and Geary, 2001b).

Estrous Detection. Estrus lasts approximately 8 to 30 h (average 18 h; ABS Global, 

Inc., 1996). Our definition of estrus is the time period when a female permits others to 

mount her while she remains standing. Other observable signs are restlessness,
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attempting to mount other females, bawling, walking in search of a bull, and a clear 

mucus discharge from the vulva. In Al programs, females should be observed at least 

twice a day for I to 2 h, preferably in the early morning and late evening. Addition of 

one hour of estrous detection around mid-day can significantly increase estrous detection 

efficiency. Estrous synchronization increases the intensity and duration of estrous 

behavior among cows and helps to increase estrous detection efficiency (Selk, 1994).

Timing of AL Cows should be inseminated roughly 12 h after the first observation of 

estrous behavior (Selk, 1994; Geary, 2001). Ovulation occurs approximately 6 to 18 h 

(average 14 h) after the end of estrus (ABS Global, Inc., 1996), but semen must reside in 

the female reproductive tract for 2 to 6 h to acquire fertility (capacitation) and generally 

remains viable for 24 to 30 h. Saacke et al. (2000) performed Al at either 0, 12, or 24 h 

after onset of estrus. Fertility was highest at the 24 h insemination and lowest at the 0 h 

insemination, but embryo quality was good at the 0 h insemination and poor at the 24 h 

insemination. The 12 h insemination resulted in the second highest fertilization rate and 

moderate embryo quality. They stated that pregnancy rate would be the highest when 

cows were inseminated at about 12 h after onset of estrus.

Clitoral Stimulation. Clitoral stimulation applied at the time of Al may increase 

pregnancy rate of cows, but does not appear to be effective in heifers (Randel et al., 1975; 

Short et al., 1979). In cows, clitoral stimulation for 3 to 5 sec increases Al pregnancy 

rate by 4 to 15 percent, while in heifers, it decreases Al pregnancy rate 3 to 5%. Manual 

stimulation of the reproductive tract may hasten the TH surge and ovulation in cows or
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increase muscle contractions toward the site of fertilization to prevent retrograde semen 

loss. Different results between cows and heifers are not well understood. Differences in 

maturity, sexual experience, body size, or management variables (time of Al and skill of 

technician) may affect differential responses between heifers and cows. Also, it might be 

related to retention of semen in the uterus and cervix (Tom Geary; personal 

communication). Generally, cows have a wider cervical opening than heifers because of 

having given birth. Clitoral stimulation might help to cause muscle contractions that help 

prevent the loss of semen back into the vagina more in cows. On the other hand, in 

heifers, retrograde semen flow may not be a problem.

Miscellaneous Considerations

Estrous Synchronization with Natural Service. Taylor and Field (1999) indicated the 

possibility of using bulls instead of Al with estrous synchronization protocols. Lowman 

et al. (1994) reported that bulls were able to cope with 14 to 18 cows in a relatively short 

time. Pruitt et al. (1982) reported that the number of ejaculations by bulls did not affect 

pregnancy rates of cows they serviced. However, data from Pexton et al. (1989) 

indicated that the pregnancy rate of natural service for 5 d after estrous synchronization 

protocols (Two-injection of PGFia with breeding after the second injection and Syncro- 

Mate B®) was lower than the pregnancy rate of natural service for 23 d in non- 

synchronized females (43.5% and 58.9%, respectively). Certainly, natural service limits 

the opportunity to use proven sires (Sprott, 1999). Potential problems related to the use 

of estrous synchronization with natural service include I) appropriate bull:cow ratio 

because bulls vary in serving capacity and semen fertility (Sprott, 1999), and 2) number
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of bulls needed to breed synchronized females during a short time of period and cost for 

bulls (DeJarnett, 2001). Healy et al. (1993) synchronized heifers (MGAZPGF2a), assigned 

them into three groups with different bulhheifer ratios (1:50, 1:25, and 1:16), and 

compared to a non-synchronized control group in which bulhheifer ratio was 1:50. 

Pregnancy rates of the first 6 d were not different by treatments. Average day of 

conception was different by treatments, however, it was only 2 d earlier in one 

synchronized group (bulhheifer =1:16) than in the control group. Based on their result, 

they estimated effects of the bulhheifer ratio on costs and incomes for synchronization 

with natural service, and suggested that estrous synchronization with natural service did 

not provide an advantage in terms of reproductive performance or economic efficiency.

Bull exposure. Exposing postpartum cows to bulls may shorten the interval between 

calving to the first postpartum estrus (DeJarnett, 2001). Fernandez et ah (1993) exposed 

females to mature bulls either I) continuously after calving, 2) during first 30 d 

postpartum, or 3) after first 30 d postpartum. They reported that PPI was shorter in cows 

assigned to either treatment than in non-exposed cows. Although the physiological 

interactions that induce this response are still unclear, this is probably because bull 

exposure might induce a physiological change in the hypothalamo-hypophyseal axis that 

increases the concentration of LH (Fernandez et ah, 1996).

Temporary calf removal. Kiser et ah (1980) reported that 48-h calf removal (short

term weaning) increased Al pregnancy rate in cows received Syncro-Mate B protocol. 

Yelich et al (1995) reported a similar result with the MGAZPGF2a protocol. Geary (1998)
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and Geary et al. (2001) reported that 48-h calf removal before timed Al increased 

pregnancy rates by approximately 10% with the Ovsynch and CO-Synch protocols. 

Makarechian and Arthur (1990) and Fanning (1995) reported that 48-h calf removal has 

no deleterious effect on calf weaning weight. Hoffman et al. (1996) summarized this 

mechanism briefly. For postpartum cows, suckling lowers serum concentrations of LH; 

hence, temporary or permanent weaning increases concentration of LH and pulse 

frequency and amplitude of LH, which shortens the postpartum anestrus. Stagg et al. 

(1998) reported that PPI was shortened by removing calves from cows for 5 d. However, 

their results indicated that there was no difference in LH pulse frequency between treated 

and control cows during this 5-d calf removal period.

Potential Benefits of Estrous Synchronization with Al

Estrous synchronization is a method to manipulate estrous cycles of cows within a 

herd so that they can express estrus at about the same time, which minimizes the amount 

of time required for estrous detection and facilitates Al (Stenquist and Geary, 2001 a,b). 

Potential benefits of this synchrony are discussed below.

Added Value

Compared to natural service, estrous synchronization enables producers to plan a 

shorter breeding season. Successfully applying synchronization programs with Al to the 

start of a breeding season allows three opportunities of breeding (one Al and two natural 

services) in a 45-d breeding season, which would require a 63-d breeding season without 

estrous synchronization. Calving distribution is also shortened, resulting in I) older
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(earlier birth date) and heavier (days x average daily gain) calves at weaning and 2) 

increased uniformity among calves (less difference in age between calves born at the 

beginning and end of the calving season, Higgins, 1981; Odde, 1990; Short et ah, 1990, 

1994; Gaines et ah, 1993; Wallace, 1998; Sprott, 1999; DeJarnett, 2001; Stenquist and 

Geary, 2001a,b; Stenquist, 2001). Higgins (1981) reported that synchronized cows 

conceived approximately 4 d earlier than non-treated cows. Calves from synchronized 

cows were 7.7 d older and 6.5 kg heavier than those out of non-treated cows. Gaines et 

al. (1993) estimated 3.8 kg of body weight and $2.00 of profit gain per calf and Lowman 

et al. (1994) reported that the estrous synchronization programs with Al shortened 

breeding season for 13 d and £10 of profitability gain per cow exposed.

Improved Management

Artificial insemination facilitates crossbreeding in some instances, and can improve 

herd quality because of the availability of genetically proven sires. A short breeding 

season may contribute to maintaining a 365-d of calving interval. When the breeding 

season is shortened, calving distribution should be less variable. Cows may calve earlier, 

permitting a longer PPI prior to the next breeding season. A longer PPI may improve 

necessary postpartum fertility (Odde, 1990; Short et ah, 1990,1994; Wallace, 1998; 

Sprott, 1999; DeJamett, 2001; Stenquist and Geary, 2001a; Stenquist, 2001).

As reviewed in the previous section, some synchronization protocols can increase the 

number of females cycling at the beginning of the breeding season and induce estrous 

cycles in anestrous cows and prepubertal heifers. Using estrous synchronization with a 

defined breeding season may increase overall pregnancy rate, which may lower culling
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and replacement rates when non-pregnancy is the main reason behind annual culling 

decisions (Stenquist and Geary, 2001a). Development or purchase of replacement heifers 

represents a significant cost in cow-calf operations because of higher nutrition demands 

than mature cows (Tess, 1999). Also, the costs of synchronization agents used in the 

synchronization programs might be covered by the expected profitability and short Al 

period follows the concentrated labor for estrous detection that will be decreased relative 

to when synchronization is not applied (Higgins, 1981; Gaines et ah, 1993; Wallace,

1998; Sprott, 1999; Stenquist and Geary, 2001a; Stenquist, 2001). Figure 3 depicts these 

prospects.

Simulation Models

Conducting experiments to evaluate entire production systems is difficult, expensive, 

and impractical to replicate. Hence, models are useful alternatives when real life is out of 

human comprehension and knowledge (Whittemore, 1986). Considering the large 

number of combinations of management options within the beef industry and the 

resources and time required to experimentally evaluate cattle enterprises, computer 

simulation is an important alternative for evaluating total systems (Naazie et ah, 1999; 

Tess and Kolstad, 2000a). Simulation models offer methods by which various 

combinations can be tested at low costs in a short time (Bourdon and Brinks, 1987a).

This section will review: I) simulation studies which evaluated reproductive 

management strategies, 2) key variables of simulation models to express reproductive
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events with numerical methods, and 3) the relevance of computer simulation models to 

this study.

Simulation Studies of Reproductive Traits 
(Key Variables, Strategies, and Results)

The simulation model used by Bourdon and Brinks (1987b,c) was a modified version 

of the Texas A&M model (Sanders and Cartwright, 1979a,b). Bourdon and Brinks 

(1987b) simulated fertility as a function of two factors: the probability of estrus and the 

probability of conception. To determine both probabilities, they considered BCS, weight 

change, PPI (cows), maturity (heifers) and a fixed potential for cycling (or conception). 

Their results indicated that an increase in age at puberty decreased economic efficiency. 

Also, the increased potential for fertility by keeping older cows decreased biological 

efficiency. They concluded that survivability of calves might be a more important factor 

in reproduction than fertility. In their companion paper, Bourdon and Brinks (1987c) 

simulated the effects of various culling strategies on biological and economic efficiency. 

They simulated different culling ages and sex-controlled production of calves. For 

economic efficiency, they simulated costs rather than income. Their results indicated that 

culling cows at younger ages increased biological efficiency, but not necessarily 

economic efficiency. Simulated optimal culling for economic efficiency was 8 yr of age.

Johnson and Notter (1987a,b) developed a stochastic simulation model of 

reproduction to investigate the relationship between underlying genetic variation in 

reproductive potentials and resulting phenotypic expression on reproductive ability.

They generated phenotypic values of both PPI and single-service conception rate as
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functions of two presumed underlying continuous genetic variables. Their simulated 

outputs were: date of first service, first-service conception rate, number of services during 

a 63-d breeding season, annual conception rate, calving date, 205-d adjusted calf weaning 

weight, and PPL By comparing their results with values found in the literature, they 

found that their model could provide a reasonable simulation of bovine reproductive 

performance. They suggested that culling open cows reduced genetic variances of 

derived reproductive traits. Subsequently, Notter and Johnson (1987, 1988) used this 

model to estimate breeding value of reproductive traits under Al or pasture mating 

systems. However, this model did not include the analyses of ranch profitability.

Azzam et al. (1990) modeled reproductive events as stochastic variables. One 

constraint of their model was the lack of separate variables regarding nutrition and body 

condition, and the annual variability in pasture quality. They simulated the effect caused 

by the length of breeding season and reported that a short breeding season (45 d) resulted 

in higher weaning weight and older age in calves than 70-d or 120-d breeding seasons. 

This model did not include economic analyses. Later, Azzam and Azzam (1991) used 

this model to produce pregnancy rates as inputs for their decision model to analyze age of 

cow, reproductive status (pregnant or non-pregnant), different breeding seasons (summer 

or winter), various culling and replacement decisions (whether non-pregnant cows should 

be retained until the next breeding season), and their effects on net income. Their results 

showed that net incomes were maximized when all open cows were culled and replaced 

by pregnant heifers in the fall.
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Werth et al. (1991a,b) used this reproductive model (Azzam et ah, 1990) to simulate 

reproductive performance. Outputs from the model were used as inputs into an economic 

model which calculated net income of the operation. They stated that a short breeding 

season (less than 45 d) reduced the chances of pregnancy among cows. Hence, it might, 

increase a number of non-pregnant cows although uniformity in calf age and size were 

expected. They stated the opposite prospect for a long breeding season (more than 70 d); 

that is, increased number of pregnant cows, and more calves would be weaned with 

younger age and lighter weight compared with those from a short breeding season. The 

length of simulated breeding season was 45, 70, or 120 d. They analyzed the interaction 

between the length of breeding season and I) the length of PPI (48, 65, or 90 d; Werth et 

al., 1991a), or 2) the conception rate at first service (50, 60, 70, or 80%; Werth et al.,

1991b). Their results indicated that PPI of moderate length increased the net income and 

that the optimum length of the breeding season might depend on the conception rate at 

first service. Also, they suggested that breeding heifers 3 wk before cows provided an 

economic benefit when PPI was long and when first service conception rate was low. 

Finally, they concluded that a long breeding season (more than 70 d) was more beneficial 

than a short one (less than 45 d). Selling light calves born late would be more profitable 

than selling non-pregnant cows resulting from a short breeding season.

A Model in Use

Although there are many simulation models, each one was developed or modified for 

a particular situation, Le., regions, specific management decisions, or operation systems. 

Hence, the objectives and the concepts of each model are different from each other,
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including this study. Furthermore, as reviewed above, some constraints should be 

considered in each model, and few models can analyze enterprise profitability besides 

biological simulation of cattle. However, the Montana State University (MSU) model 

developed by Tess and Kolstad (2000a,b) performed well in simulating biological and 

economic efficiencies and profitability of the cow-calf operations in the Northern Great 

Plains and the Rocky Mountain West.

The MSU model is a dynamic model which includes both deterministic and stochastic 

components. Stochastic models include random variables among individuals and 

simulate individual animal performance, while deterministic models simulate only the 

mean performance of the group. Hence, stochastic models can simulate more realistically 

than deterministic models (Azzam et al, 1990). The output from a stochastic model can 

be compared with that of a real system which uses conventional statistical methods 

because both sets of outputs are random variables (Dent and Blackie, 1979).
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Table I . Comparison of estrous synchronization protocols3

Synchronized
Protocol Source pregnancy

rate (%)

Prostaglandin F2a:
PGF2a-IA c 37

I8 36, 17
PGF2o-IB d 50

Ig 39,45
PGF2a-ZAc 50
PGF20-ZBf 50

I8 46, ZZ
MGAZPGF2o 55

31-d system Zh 57.3
3h 55.Z
4' 40.5
5' 44.4

33-d system 6 57.1
7 55.4

Syncro-Mate B 55
8j 53

With timed Al 50
9k 51, Z6
10' 39, 62
11 32

Select Synch 55
12 50
13 44.1

Ovsynch 14 53
15 54
16 52

CO-Synch 50
14 55
16 54
17m 28,49
15" 26,46

CostZ Estrous
pregnancy Total days Handlingb detection

($) days

36 4 - 5 1(2) 4 - 5

34 10 1(2) 10

37 1 9 -2 0 2 (3 ) 4 - 5
39 1 9 -2 0 2 (3 ) 4 - 5

35 3 5 -3 6 1(2) 4 - 5

38 1(2) 5

41 14- 15 2 (3 ) 4 - 5

47 12 3 Op

37 12- 13 2 (3 ) 4 - 5

11 4 Op

53 10 3 Op

12- 13 3(4)" 4 - 5

Breeding
days

# o f
injection

# of 
devices 
received

Pregnancy 
rate with 48- 

h calf
removal (%)

4 - 5 I 0 -

10 I 0 -

4 - 5 2 0
4 - 5 2 0 -

4 - 5 I 0 52.79

5 I 0

4 - 5 I I 49.6% 44.8s

Ip I I 46'

4 - 5 2 0 -

Ip 3 0 64", 61v

Ip 3 0 66",63"

4 - 5  ICIDRZPGF2o I



aPregnacy rate is defined as the number o f pregnant females divided by the number of females that received the synchronization treatment. These costs can 
be compared to $32 o f natural service without synchronization.
^numbers in parenthesis represent handling cows for Al after detected estrus.
cOne-Injection with Breeding After Injection.
dOne-Injection with 10-d o f Breeding.
eTwo-Injection with Breeding After Each Injection.
fTwo-Injection with Breeding After the Second One.
8Obtained from cows and heifers, respectively. 
hwith heifers.
‘with postpartum cows.
^average of five trials.
kwhen more than 50% o f cows were cycling, and when less than 50% were cycling, respectively.
'obtained from Trial I and II, respectively.
""percentage in the first 3-d Al period from non-pubertal and cycling heifers, respectively.
"percentage in the first 3-d Al period from anestrous and cycling cows, respectively.
0CIDR insertion on d 0, PGF2a injection on d 6, and CIDR removal on d 7 (Lucy et al., 2001).
pEstrous detection should be conducted to detect early heats and cows detected heat should be bred before mass Al.
qYelich et al., 1995
rPace and Sullivan, 1980.
sBrown et al., 1986b.
tKizer et al., 1980.
“Geary, 1998. 
vGeary et al., 2001.
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Table 2. Sources for Table I.
# Source
I Lauderdale et al., 1980
2 Brown et al., 1986a
3 Mauck et al, 1988
4 Yelich et al., 1988
5 Yelichetal., 1995
6 Deutscher et al., 2000
7 Lamb et al., 2000
8 Spitzer et al., 1981
9 Mares et al, 1977
10 . Miksch et al., 1978
11 Kiser et al., 1980
12 DeJarnette, 1998
13 Stevenson et al., 2000
14 Geary, 1998
15 Geary et al., 1998
16 Geary et al., 2001
17 Lucy et al., 2001
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CHAPTER 3 

OBJECTIVES

Based on the literature review, my objectives in this research were: I) to evaluate 

effects of estrous synchronization with Al programs on enterprise profitability in 

Northern Great Plains and Rocky Mountain West commercial cow-calf operations, and 2) 

to identify optimal protocols and specific management decisions, if any exist. It is 

emphasized that measurements of interest in this research were independent of benefits 

associated with genetic changes, i.e., genetic improvements through Al were not 

considered. For example, weaning weight was not considered to be heavier for calves 

bred by Al due to expected progeny difference of weaning weight than for those bred by 

natural service. Effects and benefits of estrous synchronization and Al programs were 

measured based on traits reviewed in literature, e.g., early conception of dams, early birth 

of calves, heavy and old calves at weaning, length of the breeding season, expenses for 

synchronization and Al, and if income increased to cover those expenses.

Review of both reproductive physiology and computer simulation studies revealed 

that the MSU model (Tess and Kolstad, 2000a,b) was not sufficient to account for 

numerous variables related to estrous synchronization and Al programs. Therefore, a 

third objective was to develop a simulation model that can account for all aspects of 

estrous synchronization and Al programs.
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CHAPTER 4

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Introduction

As discussed in previous chapters, computer simulation models are useful alternatives 

to investigate whole aspects of beef production systems. Also, a new model was needed 

specifically for this project. This chapter will explain my approach to this project, and 

consist of: I) model development and description, 2) experimental design and 

procedures, and 3) statistical analysis of simulated outputs.

Model Development and Description

. A review of literature suggested variables to be included in the simulation model. 

Consideration of these variables revealed that the MSU model (Tess and Kolstad,

2000a,b) could not be used as a single tool for this research. In the MSU model (Tess 

and Kolstad, 2000a,b), some factors of interest related to estrous synchronization and Al 

programs cannot be precisely controlled. Examples of such factors are: prior calving 

distribution, variation of age at puberty, and BCS assignment which is a response, not a 

control. Furthermore, there is no literature reporting simulation models that can express 

both biological and economic phases of estrous synchronization and Al programs.

Hence, a mathematical model was developed to simulate reproductive performance of 

individual beef cows. Special focus was given to the simulation of individual animal
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responses to various estrous synchronization protocols. It was written by Mike Tess,

PhD.

Overview of the New Model

The model was written in FORTRAN with a time-step of 1-d.

The general approach was to track estrous cycles for each cow. If estrus occurred 

during the breeding season, conception (to either natural service or Al) was determined 

by drawing a random number from a uniform distribution. If conception occurred, 

calving date was determined from gestation length. If conception did not occur, the next 

estrus occurred 21 d later. Calf and cow mortality, calf and cow sale weights, cow 

sterility, and cow culling based on soundness or performance were also simulated 

stochastically. Replacement heifers were selected from each calf crop and added to the 

breeding herd. Winter inventory of pregnant females remained constant across years 

within each simulation. Voluntary culling of pregnant females (i.e., to maintain herd 

size) was based on age (either yearlings or older cows, as determined by management).

Each run of the model starts with an initial distribution of cows and calving dates 

representative of the management system imposed, i.e., length and timing of breeding 

seasons for yearlings and older cows and culling strategy. Initial calving distributions 

were derived as follows. First an initial set of yearling replacements were generated.

Age at puberty was randomly assigned. Following puberty, estrous cycles occurred every 

21 d for each heifer. Breeding and calving were simulated for each cow through age 13 

yr. Cows were culled based on pregnancy status, calf performance and soundness.
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Calving dates for each age then served as the basis for an initial distribution of cows and 

calving dates.

To ensure that distributions of cow ages and calving dates were at equilibrium for the 

management system, the model was run for several years with the same management 

system. At the end of the simulation the resulting “herd” was output to a file. This file 

then became the initial herd for all simulations within that management system.

To compare synchronization protocols, each simulation was run for 4 yr at the base 

management system (i.e., no synchronization). During yr 5 synchronization was started 

and continued through yr 10. This provided a unique set of randomly generated animals 

for each run (i.e., yr 2 through 10).

In the model, it is assumed that gestation length is 285-d for all females without any 

variation. This helps highlight the effects of management decisions conducted in the 80 d 

of the postpartum period, i.e., effects of estrous synchronization programs and the length 

of a breeding season.

The model accounts for protocols used, number of years to track performance, culling 

rate, number of replacement heifers kept, length of the breeding season, length of Al 

period within a breeding season, date to start the natural service, costs for 

synchronization and Al, and the cow:bull ratio.

Details of the simulation model are presented in the following sections.

Management System

The base herd simulated was a northern range cow-calf production unit. The 

management system included a spring calving season with heifers bred to start calving 21
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d earlier than mature cows and a two-breed rotational crossbreeding system with 

Hereford and Angus. The herd size was decided to be approximately 400 cows (2-yr- 

olds and more) and 100 replacement heifers adjusted by annual forage production 

available of a fixed ranch size. Cowrbull ratio was 25:1 (for both heifers and cows) when 

estrous synchronization was not applied. When estrous synchronization was applied, the 

cowrbull ratio for a natural service clean-up period was higher than for non-synchronized. 

This is because females that have not conceived to synchronized Al will be slightly 

synchronized at the next estrus. Decisions depend on the percentage of females 

synchronized and bred by AL Generally, the percentage of heifers synchronized was 

higher than that for cows. Among heifers, the primary factor that relates to response to 

synchronization is age at puberty, which seems to be controlled by nutrition and breed 

type. While among cows, more factors cause variability in reproductive status and make 

the response to synchronization lower. Those factors include age of dam and calving 

date (i.e., PPI). Hence, the cow:bull ratio for females that have not conceived to Al was 

set at 15:1 for heifers and 20:1 for cows (Ray Ansotegui, PhD, personal communication). 

Literature data supported these assumptions. Deutscher et al. (2000) reported that 92.4% 

of heifers responded to MGAZPGFaa (the 33-d system). Pregnancy rate to synchronized 

Al was 57.1%. These data suggest that 40% of heifers needed a clean-up period (i.e., 40 

heifers out of 100). If estrus is normally distributed, i.e., they have not experienced 

synchronization, then two bulls would be sufficient to breed these 40 heifers during a 

clean-up period. However, about 30% of heifers (92.4 -  57.1%) showed synchronized 

estrus previously, the occurrence of the next estrus would be slightly synchronized in
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approximately 21-d after Al period. Hence, three bulls would be needed for about 40 

heifers, i.e., cow:bull ratio = 15:1. An example for cows was seen in Stevenson et al. 

(2000). They synchronized cows with Select Synch. Synchronized response was 63.2% 

and pregnancy rate was 44.1%, i.e., values are lower than those for heifers discussed 

above, but estrous occurrences of about 20% of cows (63.2 -  44.1%) would be.slightly 

synchronized during the clean-up period. Hence, cow:bull = 20:1 for cows was feasible.

Culling was based on pregnancy status, calf performance and soundness, and a 

maximum age of 13-yr. Voluntary culling of pregnant females was conducted to 

maintain herd size (cows < 11-yr-old were sold as pregnant cows).

Physiological Parameters

Emphasis was given to: I) experiments involving Angus, Hereford, or crosses 

between Angus and Hereford, and 2) experiments conducted in the Western U.S. to avoid 

environmental effects as much as possible. Parameters and abbreviations are described 

below.

Age at Puberty. Age at puberty was simulated in order to account for the proportion 

of heifers cycling at the initiation of the breeding season. From Thallman et al. (1999), 

the mean age at puberty of Hereford -  Angus cross heifers was 348 d with a standard 

deviation (SD) of 41 d.

Postpartum Interval. Length of PPI partially determines the proportion of cows 

cycling at a given time during the breeding season. Furthermore, the number of estrous 

cycles a cow has experienced before breeding is related to the conception rate (discussed
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later). Naasz and Miller (1990) reported that mean length of PPI of purebred Angus, 

Hereford, and Simmental cows was 55.5 d. Short et al. (1994) stated that the potential 

fertility becomes quite high by 40 d postpartum. Considering these values, the mean 

length of PPI was set as 50.0 d. The SD of PPI was set as 10.0 (Ray Ansotegui, PhD, .Tim 

Berardinelli, PhD, and Tom Geary, PhD, personal communication).

Wiltbank (1970) and Bellows et al. (1982) indicated that PPI was different by age of 

dam, longer in 2- and 3-yr-old cows than in 4-yr-old or older cows. By summarizing 

these two sources and with personal communication (Ray Ansotegui, PhD, Jim 

Berardinelli, PhD, and Tom Geary, PhD), it was determined that PPI was 25 d longer for 

2-yr-olds and IOd longer for 3-yr-olds.

Weaning Weight. Calf weaning weight (WWT) is the main source of income for 

cow-calf operations and a useful measurement of system performance. Mean weaning 

weight of Hereford -  Angus crossbred calves (average of both sex and mature cow basis) 

in northern range cow-calf operations (spring calving and fall weaning) was set as 249.5 

kg with a SD of 24.9 kg (Mike Tess, PhD, personal communication). Weaning weight 

was simulated as:

W W T = 249.5 + 2A.9(NRN) + AO D  + AGEADJ(CalfAge -  200) 

where, NRN = normal random deviate,

AOD = age of dam effect for bull or heifer calves,

AGEADJ = average daily gain of calves from different age of dams and sex of 

calves.

Adjustment factors for AOD were cited from BIF (1996; Table 4).
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Adjustment factors for AGEADJ were computed by using the MSU model (less and 

Kolstad, 2000a,b). The MSU model usage is described below.

Cow Sale Weight. Body weight of mature cows was considered to simulate the 

difference in body weight by age of cow and the price when culled, which is also a source 

of income for cow-calf producers. Mean mature cow weight 588.3 ± 83.0 (kg) was 

determined from American Angus Association (2002).

Sale weight of cull cows was simulated as:

,Sk/eB? = 588.3(^OC) + 83.0(A%#)

where AOC is the age of cow adjustment. Age of cow adjustment is from empirical data 

of Livestock and Range Research Laboratory (Miles City, MT; Table 4).

Body Condition Score. As discussed in my literature review, BCS at calving and the 

beginning of the breeding season strongly affects the length of PPL Mean BCS 5.0 ± 0.7 

is from Taylor and Field (1999).

The same approach was taken to simulate the effect of BCS on PPI in the MSU model 

(Tess and Kolstad, 2000a,b).

First, cow BCS was randomly assigned as:

BC S=  5.0 + OJ(NRN)

Then, percent of body fat (FATPCT) was used as a control variable, which was 16% 

for BCS 5.

FATPCT=  0.16 + [0.04(BCS o f f  co w -5 .0 )]

Also, if her FATPCT is less than 0.20, the following equation is applied to that cow.
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LP P I = -21.2 + ----  "
(F A TP C Ths)

where LPPI is the added length of PPL

Probability of Conception. To simulate conception, a random deviate from a uniform 

distribution is simulated (URN, a number between 0.0 and 1.0). IfURN is less than the 

probability of conception then conception occurs.

Byerley et al. (1987) reported conception rates when heifers were bred at either the 

pubertal estrus or the third estrus. Reported value were 57% and 78% at pubertal and at 

the third estrus, respectively. Conception rate at the second estrus was assumed to be at 

the mid-point of these values (67%, Ray Ansotegui, PhD, Jim Berardinelli, PhD, and 

Tom Geary, PhD, personal communication). Hence, the probability of conception when 

a heifer is bred at either her pubertal, second, or third estrus was 0.57, 0.67, and 0.78, 

respectively.

For mature cows, a review paper by Short et al. (1990) includes a graph depicting the 

relationship between PPI and probability of pregnancy occurring. The curve for the 

probability of pregnancy occurring gets higher as PPI gets longer, but does not become 

higher than 0.75. This figure considers general infertility and embryonic death occurring 

and indicates probability of pregnancy occurring at each time a cow is in estrus. 

Furthermore, if this figure indicated the cumulative probability of pregnancy occurring in 

a certain length of a breeding season, it would reach more than 0.9. Hence, probability of 

conception when a cow is bred at either her first, second, or third postpartum estrus was
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0.60, 0.70, and 0.75, respectively (Ray Ansotegui, PhD, Jim Berardinelli, PhD, and Tom 

Geary, PhD, personal communication).

Probability of Sterility. Besides age at puberty, a probability of sterility for heifers 

was considered. Example includes free martins, white heifer disease, double cervix, mid

line vaginal partition, and remained hymen, all of which are difficult to diagnose under 

typical management. Azzam et al. (1990) used a value of 0.03 for this probability in their 

simulation model for bovine reproduction.

Also for cows, it was assumed that some cows would have some possibilities of 

general sterility other than postpartum anestrous period. Those may be due to disorders 

such as cystic ovary (an ovary with multiple eggs like sow), anestrum (persistent CL), 

and infections on reproductive tracts (vagina, cervix, salphinx, etc). The probability of 

one of these occurrences was assumed to be 0.045 (Ray Ansotegui, PhD, and Jim 

Berardinelli, PhD, personal communication).

Probability of Mortality. As one of the considerations under typical management 

situations, mortality rate (among calves or dams) was simulated. Mean mortality rates 

were assumed to be 0.04 and 0.005 for calves and dams, respectively. Mortality was 

simulated randomly in the manner described above for conception.

Choice of Protocols and Application

Estrous synchronization programs were applied to either: I) none of the females, 2) 

only yearling heifers, or 3) both yearlings and mature cows within either 45 or 66-d 

breeding seasons. For heifers, MGAZPGFaa (the 33-d system) and CIDRZPGFaa were
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applied. For mature cows, five protocols were applied: one-injection PGF2a with 10 d of 

breeding (PGF2a-I), two-injection PGF2a with breeding after the second injection 

(PGF2a-II), Select Synch, CO-Synch, and CIDRZPGF2a.

The reasons for considering only two protocols for heifers were as follows. The 33-d 

MGAZPGF2a is effective for both management and physiological aspects. Generally, 

yearling heifers are raised in the feedlot, and eat out of feedbunks. Hence, it is easy to 

feed MGA by mixing into other feeds. Also, it is known to induce puberty in some 

prepubertal heifers (Brown et al., 1988), and the 33-d system results in tighter estrous 

response than the 31 -d system (Deutscher et al., 2000; Lamb et al., 2000). The 

CIDRZPGF2a is a developing protocol and it is interesting to investigate this protocol 

when considering its future use. Other protocols, PGF2a or GnRH related protocols, have 

constraints when applied to heifers. The PGF2a protocols (either one or two shots) are 

not effective in prepubertal heifers without a CL. The GnRH protocols (Select Synch, 

Ovsynch, and CO-Synch) are not as effective as MGAZPGF2a for heifers (Stevenson et 

al., 1999; Funston et al., 2002) and are more expensive than MGAZPGF2a.

The reasons for considering five protocols for mature cows were as follows. The 

PGF2a-I, PGF2a-II, and Select Synch protocols are practical in many situations. Ovsynch 

was not chosen because CO-Synch is easier to apply than Ovsynch (less handling; four 

vs. three times) but yields similar results (Geary et al., 2001). The CIDRZPGF2a was used 

for the same reason as for heifers. Also, the reason that MGAZPGF2a was not applied to 

mature cows was quite opposite to the advantages of its application to yearlings. In 

contrast to heifers, mature cows are commonly maintained on range pastures. Feeding
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them MGA-mixed feeds in a feedlot would require additional cost, while for heifers, 

those feed costs are included in the heifer development cost. Furthermore, because this 

protocol takes 33 d, many cows in the herd are only several days after parturition by the 

beginning of the protocol, i.e., the cyclicity rate of the herd may be low.

Simulation of Synchronization Response

For each protocol, three factors were considered. They were: I) probability of 

response (P  [response]) to a synchronization protocol when a female is not cycling, 2) 

probability of an estrous response of a cycling female to a synchronization protocol, and 

3) the elapsed time from administration of synchronization agents until estrus.

Although the length of protocol application is also unique to each protocol, variables 

stated above were defined to represent the outcome when the protocol had been 

completed, e.g., in the CO-Synch protocol, outcomes or estimates were based on the day 

when the second GnRH was injected and timed Al was conducted. Hence, the length of 

protocol was not considered. This method of programming seemed to be critical for 

comparing the percentages responding and pregnant for each protocol. For example, 

comparing two heifer protocols (MGAZPGFia and CIDRZPGFia), MGAZPGFia takes 33 d 

from the initiation of the protocol, while CIDRZPGFia takes only 8 d from the initiation 

of the protocol. When the breeding start date is common for two protocols, MGAZPGFia 

must be started 25 d earlier than CIDRZPGFia, which implies that potentially more 

prepubertal heifers would be generated in MGAZPGFia if focused on the initiation day of 

the protocol. This difference in herd cyclicity would be critical to the percent responding 

and conceiving by synchronized AL
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The following sections include explanations and citations of each protocol. When no 

literature was available to estimate the variables, values were estimated by empirical 

observations or professional judgment through personal communication with Mike Tess, 

PhD, Ray Ansotegui, PhD, Jim Berardinelli, PhD, and Tom Geary, PhD, and then 

validated by the model outputs.

MGA/PGFzn. No literature reporting estrous responses to this protocol for prepubertal 

heifers or cycling heifers precisely was available. Estimation of the P  [response] in 

prepubertal heifers indicates that this protocol can induce estrus in prepubertal heifers. 

Berardinelli and Adair (1989) reported the response of heifers when injected with PGFia 

(25 mg) during either early (from d 5 to 9 of the cycle), mid (from d 10 to 14), or late 

(from d 15 to 19) stages of their cycle. Percentages of responding heifers were 50,100, 

and 100% in early, mid, and late stage, respectively. This response is depicted in Figure 

4. Percentage responses from d 4 to 10 were assumed to increase linearly as illustrated in 

Figure 4. Also, for d 20 and 21, percentage response was assumed to be 0.0 % because 

females on those days show estrus naturally on the next day and on that day, respectively, 

without responding PGFia. Furthermore, while consuming 0.5 mg of MGA for 14 d, 

cycling heifers should attain CL that are older than 14 d at the time of PGFia injection. 

Hence, the P  [response] in cycling heifers was decided to be 1.0 from d 14 to 21. The 

elapsed time from administration OfPGFia until estrus was estimated from Lamb et al. 

(2000). Because only a small percentage of heifers showed estrus on the fifth day of the 

breeding following a PGFia injection in their data, it was assumed that 4 d would be
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sufficient time for estrous detection and Al in this protocol, i.e., heifers that have 

responded will show estrus by d 4. Probabilities are summarized in Table 5.

With the 33-d MGAZPGFaa protocol, every heifer is fed MGA (0.5 mg.hd^.d'1) for 14 

d and injected once with PGF2a 19 d after last feeding of MGA. Estrous detection is 

conducted for 4 d and responders are bred 12 h after detected estrus. Hence, costs are 

calculated for MGA and PGF2a for all heifers in the herd, for estrous detection per head 

for 4 d, and for Al technician and semen for the number of responding heifers.

CIDRZPGF2a (Heifers). No literature reporting estrous responses to this protocol for 

prepubertal heifers or cycling heifers precisely was available. Estimation of the P  

[response] in prepubertal heifers indicates that this protocol can induce estrus in 

prepubertal heifers. Cycling heifers were assumed to respond to PGF2a injection with the 

P  [response] of 1.0 except during the first 3 d (P [response] = 0.95) and last 2 d of estrous 

cycle (P [response] = 0.0, the rationale for this assumption is the same as that stated in 

the section related to MGAZPGF2a). The elapsed time from administration of 

synchronization agents until estrus was estimated from Lucy et al. (2001). They reported 

the proportion of heifers not observed in estrus among prepubertal or cyclic heifers 

through a 31-d breeding season. The time pattern was estimated from these data. 

Probabilities are summarized in Table 6.

Every heifer receives a CIDR and a PGF2a injection. Estrous detection is conducted 

for 5 d and only responders are bred 12 h after detected estrus. Hence, costs are
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calculated for CIDR and PGFaa for all heifers in the herd, for estrous detection per head 

for 5 d, and for Al technician and semen for the number of responding heifers.

PGFara-L This protocol is not effective for postpartum anestrous cows because they 

lack CL; hence the P  [response] in anestrous cows was estimated as 0.0 throughout. The 

P  [response] in cycling cows was estimated from Berardinelli and Adair (1989; Figure 4). 

By breeding Al for 5 d before a PGFara injection, no cow should be in the first 5 d of her 

cycle. The elapsed time from administration OfPGFara until estrus was needed after a 

PGFara injection because estrous cycles in the first 5 d occur naturally. The time pattern 

of response was estimated from Higgins et al. (1986). Probabilities are summarized in 

Table 7.

Estrous detection and Al are conducted daily for 10 d. Cows detected in estrus and 

bred in the first 5 d do not receive a PGFara injection. Hence, costs are calculated for 

PGFara for cows not bred during the first 5 d, for estrous detection per head for 10 d, and 

for Al technician and semen for the number of cows bred in 10 d.

PGFara-IL As for PGFara-I, this protocol is not effective for postpartum anestrous 

cows; hence the P  [response] in anestrous cows was estimated as 0.0 throughout.

Because this protocol is simply the repeat of luteolysis caused by PGF2ra, the P  [response] 

for cycling cows it was programmed so that the P  [response] in cycling cows OfPGF2ra-I 

is applied twice. The second injection is given 14 d after the first one. Among cycling 

cows, those responding to the first injection, Le., those in their luteal phases (from d 6 to 

17 of the cycle), would attain at least 9-d-old CL (if she shows her synchronized estrus on
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the fifth day after the first PGF2a injection, she would be in d 9 of her next estrous cycle 

at the day of the second injection). Those cows between d I to 5 of their estrous cycles 

do not respond to the first injection, but will attain mature CL by the second injection. 

Those cows between d 18 to 21 of their estrous cycles will show estrus naturally at first, 

and proceed to their next cycles, then will respond to the second injection. Also, cows 

that have failed to respond to the first injection and that have reached their first 

postpartum estrus after the first injection may respond to the second injection. For the 

elapsed time from administration OfPGF2a until estrus also, the same values were used as 

for PGF2a-I (Higgins et ah, 1986). Probabilities are summarized in Table 8.

Every cow is treated with two injections of PGF2a. Estrous detection is conducted for 

5 d and only cows showing estrus are bred following estrus. Hence, costs are calculated 

for two injections of PGF2a for all cows, for estrous detection per head for 5 d, and for Al 

technician and semen for the number of cows bred.

Select Synch. No literature was found to estimate the P  [response] in anestrous cows. 

Values for the P  [response] in anestrous cows were estimated by assuming that this 

protocol has the potential to induce estrus in anestrous cows. Geary et al. (2000) reported 

that most cyclic cows treated with this protocol responded to a PGF2a regardless of the 

day of the estrous cycle at the initiation of treatment (i.e., the day of GnRH 

administration) and whether or not they responded to GnRH. However, those cyclic 

cows between d 15 to 17 of their cycles did not respond well to either GnRH or PGF2a. 

These cows, about 9 to 10% of the herd, did not respond to GnRH because they are in the 

regression phase of their follicular waves. Instead, they showed estrus naturally, usually
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I d before a PGF2tt injection, and were bred without a PGFaa injection. Although the 

synchronized response is usually defined as 120 h after the treatment completion (Ray 

Ansotegui, PhD, Jim Berardinelli, PhD, and Tom Geary, PhD, personal communication), 

for this protocol the synchronizing period was set as 6 d (I d before and 5 d after a PGFaa 

injection). Hence, the P  [response] in cycling cows was assumed as 1.0 throughout 21 d 

except d 20 and 21 (on those days, cows just show estrus on the next day or on that day). 

The time pattern was applied from Geary et al. (2000) for the 6-d synchronized period 

(24 h before and 120 h after a PGFaa injection). Probabilities are summarized in Table 9.

Every cow is injected with GnRH. However, not every cow is injected with PGFaa, 

because some cows show estrus I d before PGFaa injection. Estrous detection is 

conducted for 6 d, and only responding cows are bred following estrus. Hence, costs are 

calculated for GnRH for all cows, for PGFaa for the number of cows excluding those that 

have exhibited estrus early, for estrous detection per head for 6 d, and for Al technician 

and semen for the number of cows bred.

CO-Synch. No literature was available to estimate the P  [response] to this protocol in 

anestrous or cycling cows. Values for the P  [response] in anestrous cows were estimated 

by assuming that this protocol has the potential to induce estrus in anestrous cows. For 

the P  [response] in cycling cows, it was assumed as 1.0 through the 21-d except d 20 and 

21 (on those days, cows just show estrus on the next day or on that day). As discussed in 

the previous section for the Select Synch protocol, Geary et al. (2000) reported that all 

cows treated with the Select Synch protocol responded to a PGFaa injection independent 

of day of the estrous cycle. In the CO-Synch protocol, the second injection with GnRH
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induces ovulation in those cows. The time pattern was determined so that all cows are 

bred on the day of the second GnRH injection to a timed AL Probabilities are 

summarized in Table 10.

Every cow receives two injections of GnRH and one injection OfPGF2a, and is bred 

by timed Al without estrous detection. Hence, costs are calculated for two injections of 

GnRH, for one injection of PGF2a, for semen units, and for Al technician for all cows in 

the herd.

CIDRZPGF2a (Cows). No literature was available to estimate the P  [response] to this 

protocol in anestrous or cycling cows. Values for the P  [response] in anestrous cows 

were estimated by assuming that this protocol has the potential to induce estrus in 

anestrous cows. In cycling cows, CIDR would act like a CL to suppress estrous activity 

and those cows with a CL are assumed to respond to a PGF2a injection with P = 1.0 

except d 20 and 21 (on those days, cows just show estrus on the next day or on that day). 

The elapsed time after CIDR removal until estrus was estimated from Lucy et al. (2001). 

They reported the proportion of cows not observed in estrus among anestrous or cyclic 

cows through a 31-d breeding season. The time pattern of response was estimated from 

these data. Probabilities are summarized in Table 11.

Every cow is given a CIDR and a PGF2a injection. Estrous detection is conducted for 

5 d and only cows detected in estrus are bred. Hence, costs are calculated for CIDR and 

PGF2a for all cows in the herd, for estrous detection per head for 5 d, and for Al 

technician and semen for the number of responding cows.
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Costs for Synchronization Programs. Costs related to estrous synchronization and Al 

programs are summarized in Table 12. For commercial supplies (PGF2a, GnRH, MGA, 

CIDR, and semen), typical prices were used, and for labor (estrous detection and Al), 

commercial values were used (Ray Ansotegui, PhD, Jim Berardinelli, PhD, and Tom 

Geary, PhD, personal communication). Based on these values, costs for each protocol 

are summarized on Table 13.

Special focus was given to the price of semen. As stated, the goal was to evaluate the 

effect of estrous synchronization independent of genetic benefits available via Al. 

Typical commercial values for semen from proven sires are about $ 15 to 20 (per unit; 

Ray Ansotegui, PhD, personal communication). These prices included the expected 

genetic benefits from highly selected sires. Hence, it was assumed that semen was 

collected from the same bulls used in natural service and those bulls were also used for 

the clean-up period after synchronized Al. Commercially in Montana, semen collection 

and processing costs $ 2.00 per straw (Ray Ansotegui, PhD, personal communication).

Economic Inputs.

Annual Feed Costs. Feed expenses included prices ($ per ton) of purchased alfalfa 

hay, grass hay, high protein supplement, and low protein supplement. Prices were based 

on commercial prices in Montana in 2001 (USDA, 2002). Values are summarized in 

Table 14.

Non-feed Yearly Costs. Non-feed yearly costs included vaccination, treatments (such

as doctoring and fly treatment), ID tags, property tax, and interest for calves, yearling
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heifers, and older cows (2-yr-olds and older). For bulls, purchase value, depreciation, 

and salvage price were also considered. Costs were derived from commercial values in 

Montana. Annual non-feed costs for calves, yearling heifers, older cows, and bulls are 

summarized in Table 15.

Miscellaneous Marketing Parameters. Calves (both steers and heifers) were assumed 

to be sold at ranch and other classes were sold at the auction market located 160 km away 

from the ranch. Selling price, marketing fee (inspection fee and checkoff fee), 

commission fee, shrink percentage, slide, and trucking cost are summarized in Table 16 

for each class: steer calves, heifer calves, yearling heifers, 2-yr-old cows, mature cows, 

pregnant yearling heifers, and pregnant cows. Market price for each class was the 

average of prices in October and November of 2001 in Montana (Cattle Fax, 2001; 

Livestock Market Information Center, 2002). Price slides were determined from these 

prices with 249.5 kg used as the standard for both steers and heifers. Inspection fee, 

checkoff fee, commission fee, shrink percentage, and trucking cost were representative 

values in Montana.

Parameters for Fixed Ranch Size. To make each simulated scenario comparable, 

outputs were adjusted to reflect performance of a ranch of fixed size, i.e., fixed forage 

resource base. The concept of a fixed size ranch is reasonable because most western 

ranches have limited opportunity to expand the ranch size, i.e., amounts of grazable 

forage (i.e., animal unit months, AUM) and home-raised hay available are essentially 

fixed. Hence, simulation of the fixed size ranch is useful to consider the productivity of a
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ranch. Simulated economic outputs, such as gross revenue and cost for feed or non-feed, 

can be the measures of profit per unit of land or per ranch unit. Ranch gross margin 

(RGM, gross revenue minus variable costs) represents the net income expected when all 

available AUM are used (Tess and Kolstad, 2000b; Julien and Tess, 2002).

Average annual grazable AUM of native range produced by the ranch was assumed to 

be sufficient enough to hold approximately 500 cows annually. Average annual ranch 

production of alfalfa hay and grass hay are users specific for the ranch size of interest.

To determine these values, the new model was run for 20 replications without any 

synchronization treatments. Each replication simulated 10 sequential years. Two 

hundred samples for total AUM, alfalfa hay, and grass hay consumed annually were 

collected. Averaged values of these were used as inputs. If more hay was needed than 

these values, those were programmed as purchased. Values are summarized in Table 14.

Use of the MSU Model

Intake of Dams. The MSU model (Tess and Kolstad, 2000a,b) was used to simulate 

changes in feed consumption of lactating cows associated with changes in calving date.

It has been reported that dry matter intake of lactating cows increases as lactation reaches 

its peak (Brown et ah, 1977; Forbs et al, 1977). Thus, cows calving early in the calving 

season, caused by early breeding due to synchronized Al, would consume more feed than 

late cal vers. Furthermore, these responses might differ by age of dam due to differences 

in milk yield. Our approach was to estimate linear regressions of feed intake on age of 

weaned calves in each age group of dams.
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In every simulated scenario, probability of conception was set as 1.0, i.e., all cows 

could conceive on their first cycle during the breeding season. This could avoid the 

stochastic assignment on the herd pregnancy rates in each scenario in replication. Dam 

ages (year) were classified into six groups: 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-, and 7-yr-old and older. The 

base scenario was to start breeding yearling heifers on May 26 and older cows on June 5 

for a 60-d breeding season for each year with feeding strategies listed in Table 17. Then, 

dates to start the breeding season (of both heifer and cows) were shifted 10, 20, or 30 d 

forward from the base scenario for a total of four simulated scenarios. This strategy was 

meant to simulate a unique calving date to each scenario, and the average calf weaning 

age at the predetermined date was also unique to each scenario because the weaning date 

was common to every scenario (the oldest for the base scenario and the youngest for the 

30-d shifted scenario). Each scenario was replicated 10 times. Intake of each feed, the 

number of cows, and calf weaning age were averaged within each age group of each 

scenario. At first, within each age group of each scenario, average intake of each feed 

was divided by the average number of cows, and intake per head per year was calculated. 

Then, linear regression equations of intake per head per year on calf age at weaning were 

estimated for forage (native range and hay, which were fed ad libitum) and for each dam 

age group. Supplements were fed as described in Table 17. Feed used by replacement 

heifers were not affected by calf age at weaning.

Regression equations for each feed type of each dam age group are summarized in 

Table 18. These regression equations were then used in the new model to estimate feed 

intake of cows as affected by age of cow and calving date.
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CalfWeaning Weight. Weaning weight of calves is affected by age at weaning. 

Calves born early in the year are heavier than those bom later in the year, and this is one 

of the economic incentives for applying estrous synchronization.

Using the same outputs of the MSU model (Tess and Kolstad5 2000a,b) from the same 

simulations described above, linear regressions of calf weaning weight (separating steers 

and heifers) on birth dates were derived. There were differences in weaning weight by 

age of dams. Dams were categorized into 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, and > 6-yr-old group. Regression 

coefficients of these equations were used as adjustment factors for AGEADJ (as 

described in the previous section for calf weaning weight; Table 19).

Model Validation

The primary motivation for this model was to simulate the reproductive status of 

individual beef cows when various estrous synchronization protocols were applied. 

Besides reported information, model development procedures needed a lot of predictions 

and estimations to account for and express effects of estrous synchronization because 

scientific literature was limited or lacking for some parameters of the model. Conception 

rate and pregnancy rate were considered to be important keys to evaluate simulations of 

bovine reproduction. Also, the model simulated the number of females showing estrus 

and bred on each day of the Al period. Using these numbers, graphs were fabricated 

showing the percent synchronized response on each day of the Al period (Figure 5 to 11; 

except for CO-Synch, which does not have a synchronized response due to timed Al; 

instead synchronized pregnancy rate is depicted on the graph). Conception rate,
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pregnancy rate, and percent response on each Al day were compared to the reported 

values, and discussed with physiologists (Ray Ansotegui, PhD, Jim Berardinelli, PhD, 

and Tom Geary, PhD, personal communication) to validate the model. Reports compared 

to model outputs included: Deutscher et al. (2000) and Lamb et al. (2000) for 

MGAVPGF2a 33-d system, Lucy et al. (2001) for CIDRZPGF2a for heifers and cows, 

Higgins et al. (1986) for PGF2a-I and PGF2a-II, Stevenson et al. (2000) for PGF2a-II, 

Geary et al. (2000) for Select Synch, and Geary and Whittier (1998) and Geary et al. 

(2001) for CO-Synch.

The model consistently produced acceptable results. Because the model included the 

stochastic phases which accounts random variation, each output from each simulation is 

not the same, which produces realistic values within a certain variation.

Experimental Procedures

Experimental Design

Estrous synchronization protocols were simulated as either: I) none of the females 

(one treatment), 2) only yearling heifers (two treatments), or 3) both yearlings and mature 

cows (two protocols for heifers x five protocols for cows = 10 treatments). The length of 

breeding season was either 45 Or 66 d.

The model was run five times in each treatment.

Statistical Analyses

Because the simulation model is stochastic, each replication of a modeled scenario 

was different. Hence, analysis of variance was used to analyze these simulated data.
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Also, as discussed in the literature review, system responses to estrous synchronization 

protocols are largely seen in subsequent years, e.g., calves produced by estrous 

synchronization and Al will be sold the next year, and cows bred early in the breeding 

season would be bred early in the next year. Hence, when simulating a treatment for a 

number of years continuously, the result of each year is correlated. This could be 

explained as the effect of treatment is measured repeatedly in each of continuous year. 

Therefore, the statistical model used was the REPEATED MEASUREMENTS of GLM 

procedure (SAS, 2000). The linear statistical model included the effects of treatment, 

year, and the interaction between treatment and year. Responses analyzed included 

biological and economic measures. Biological responses included calving distribution of 

primiparous heifers and mature cows, average steer weaning weight, average weaning 

weight of all calves (steers and heifers not kept as replacements), average calf age at 

weaning, Al conception rate of yearling heifers, Al conception rate of mature cows, herd 

pregnancy rate, herd size under the fixed size ranch, and number of pregnant females 

sold. Economic measures were annual feed cost, annual non-feed cost, annual total cost 

(sum of feed and non-feed cost), revenue, and RGM. Means were compared by 

Duncan’s Multiple Range Test (SAS, 2000) if the E-test for treatment was significant. 

The significant level was set as P < 0.05.

Final Dataset Used

As stated in the model overview statement, each simulation was run for a total of 10 

yr, in which the first 4 yr represented the base management (no synchronization), and 

synchronization programs were started in yr 5 and continued through yr 10. With the



statistical tests stated above, there was no difference among protocols in every trait of 

interest during the first 4 yr, as expected. Furthermore, after synchronization programs 

were initiated in yr 5, results did not seem to change after yr 8. Hence, for the final 

statistical analyses and discussion of results, data of 4 yr was used, where yr 5 as the first 

year and yr 8 as the fourth year.
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Figure 5. Synchonized estrous response of yearling

heifers to MGAZPGF2a on each Al day.
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Figure 6. Synchronized estrous response of yearling

heifers to CIDRVPGF2a on each Al day.
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cows to PGF2a-I on each Al day.
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Figure 8. Synchronized estrous response of mature

cows to PGF2a-II on each Al day.
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Figure 9. Synchronized estrous response of mature 

cows to Select Synch on each Al day.
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treated by CO-Synch.
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Table 3. BIF standard weaning weight adjustment factors (kg).
Age of dams (yr) Male Female
2 27.2 24.5
3 18.1 16.3
4 9.1 8.2
5-10 0.0 0.0
11 and older 9.1 8.2

Table 4. Age of cows adjustment factor on body weight.
Age of dams (yr) Adjustment
I 0.80
2 0.92
3 0.96
4 and older 1.00



Table 5. Probabilities used to simulate synchronization response to MGAZPGF2a
Days before puberty - 10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 -100
P [response] 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Day of estrous cycle I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
P [response]1* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

Days for estrous detection I 2 3 4
Cumulative P [response] 0.3 0.39 1.0 1.0
aP  = probability
bThe CL of cycling heifers should be 14-d or older when injected PGF2o

Table 6. Probabilities used to simulate synchronization response to CIDRyPGF2a (for heifers)3.
Days before puberty -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 -100
P [response] 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.95 0.85 0.55 0.15 0.0 0.0 0.0

Day o f estrous cycle I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
P [response]1* 0.95 0.95 0.95 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

Days for estrous detection I 2 3 4 5
Cumulative P  [response] 0.2 0.84 0.97 0.99 1.0
3P = probability



Table 7. Probabilities used to simulate synchronization response to PGF2a-Ia-
Days before 
estrus -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 -100

P  [response] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Day of 
estrous cycle I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

P  [response] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.17 0.33 0.5 0.67 0.83 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

Days for estrous detection I 2 3 4 5
Cumulative P  [response] 0.07 0.38 0.62 0.93 1.0
3P  =  probability

Table 8. Probabilities used to simulate synchronization response to PGF2a-IIa.
Days before 
estrus -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 -100

P  [response] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Day of 
estrous cycle I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

P  [response] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.17 0.33 0.5 0.67 0.83 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

Days for estrous detection I 2 3 4 5
Cumulative P  [response] 0.07 0.38 0.62 0.93 1.0
3P  =  probability



Table 9. Probabilities used to simulate synchronization response to Select Synch3.
Days before ^ -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 -100
estrus
P  [response] 0.43 0.28 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Day of j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
estrous cycle
P  [response] 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

Days for estrous detection I 2 3 4 5 6
Cumulative P  [response] 0.09 0.24 0.43 0.80 0.87 1.0
aP = probability

Table 10. Probabilities used to simulate synchronization response to CO-Syncha.
Days before  ̂^
estrus

-20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 -100

P [response] 0.50 0.35 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Day o f j 2
estrous cycle

3 4 5 6 I  8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

P [response] 1.0 1.0

Days for estrous detection 
Cumulative P  [response]

1.0 1.0 

I
1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

aP = probability



Table 11. Probabilities used to simulate synchronization response to CIDRZPGF2g (for cows)".
Days before 
estrus

-10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 -100

P  [response] 0.45 0.30 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Day of 
estrous cycle

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

P  [response] 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

Days for estrous detection 1 2  3 4 5
Cumulative P  [response] 0.18 0.75 0.86 0.93 1.0
aP = probability
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Table 12. Miscellaneous synchronization costs3
Source Cost ($)
PGF2a6 2.20

GnRHb 3.10

MGAc 0.15

CIDRd 7.00

Semenc 2.00

Estrous detection' 1.50

Al technician8 8.00
aPGFia = Prostaglandin Fia, GnRH = Gonadotropin-releasing
hormone, MGA = Melengestrol acetate, and CIDR =
Controlled intravaginal drug releasing.
bper dose
cper head per d
dper device
cper unit
‘per female observed per d 
gper estrous female
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Protocol Calculation Total ($)
MGAZPGF2a MGA ($0.15 x 14-d) + PGF2a ($2.20) + ED ($1.5)x4-d 10.3

CIDRZPGF2a CIDR ($7.00) + PGF2a ($2.20) + ED ($1.5) x 5-d 16.7

PGF2a-Ib PGF2a ($2.20) + ED ($1.5) x 10-d 17.2

PGF2a-II 2 x PGF2a ($2.20) + ED ($1.5) x 5-d 11.9

Select Synchc GnRH ($3.10) + PGF2a ($2.20) + ED ($1.5) x 6-d 14.3

CO-Synch 2 x GnRH ($3.10) + PGF2a ($2.20) 8.4

$2.00 + Al technician: $8.00).
bCows detected estrus and bred in the first 5 d do not receive a PGF2a injection, hence 
synchronization cost for those cows are $15.00.
lC o w s  detected estrus in the first d do not receive a PGF2a injection, hence 
synchronization cost for those cows are $12.10.
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Table 14. Parameters for feed resources.
Item Values
Alfalfa haya 92.50

Grass Iiayb 90.50

Supplement T 180.0

Supplement IId 125.0

Fixed AUMe 4,560

Fixed grass hay1 270

Fixed alfalfa hay8 550
aPrices ($ per ton) of purchased alfalfa hay.
bPrices ($ per ton) of purchased grass hay.
cPriees ($ per ton) of purchased 20% protein supplement.
dPrices ($ per ton) of purchased 10% protein supplement.
eAverage annual grazable animal unit month of native range
produced by ranch was assumed to be sufficient enough to
hold approximately 500 cows annually.
'Average annual ranch production of alfalfa hay (ton). 
8Average annual ranch production of grass hay (ton).
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Table 15. Per head yearly cost for each management class.
Class

Item Calf Yearlings 2-yr-old Mature Bull
Clostridial 1.20 0.60 - - -

IBR/BVD 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96

Pasturella 2.25 - - - -

Vitamin A 0.09 - - - -

Implants 0.82 - - - -

Pink eye 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

Scours 0.25 - - -

Pneumonia 0.13 - - -

Pregnancy test - 1.00 1.00 1.00

Vibri o/lepto - 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80

E-Coli - - 1.20 1.20

Warbex - - 0.00 0.00 0.00

Wormer - 5.25 2.90 2.90 2.90

Bangs - 1.85 - - -

Fly treatment - 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50

Depreciation - - - - 401.89

Trichomoniasis - - - - 20.00

Breeding 
soundness exam - - - - 18.00

Horse - 7.87 7.87 7.87 -

ID tags 0.68 0.78 0.02 0.04 -
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Assessed value 0.00 0.00 286 321 892.44

Taxable value 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

Millage rate8 350 350 350 350 350

Per capita head 
tax 0.00 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20

Property taxb 0.00 1.20 120 3.45 7.45

Interest - 27.50 30.00 30.00 84.81

Bull description
Purchase - - - - 2500

Salvage price 
(S/cwt, cwt = 
45.3kg)

- - - - 49.58

Salvage wt. (kg) - - - - 816.5

Salvage value - - - - 892.4

Years owned - - - - 4

Total 6.53
8Common value in Montana.

49.46 49.60 49.87 538.46

bProperty tax = (assessed value x taxable value x millage rate) / 1000 + per capita tax.
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Table 16. Miscellaneous marketing parameters.

Item Steer
calve

Heifer
calve

Yearling
heifer

Class
2-yr-old

cow
Mature

cow
Pregnant
yearling

Pregnant
cow

Price" 92.20 84.92 77.96 36.05 36.05 762.5 787.5

Marketing
fee
(per head)b

1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15

Commission
fee (%)" 0.0 0.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

Shrink (%)d 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 - -

Slide ($) 0.05 0.06 - - - - -

Trucking ($ 
per kg)e 0.0 0.0 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011

aPrice per cwt (= 45.4 kg) except pregnant yearling heifers and pregnant mature cows ($ 
per head).
Including inspection fee ($0.15) and checkoff fee ($1.00).
cAll calves are sold at ranch, hence no commission fee is charged. Others are trucked and 
sold at the auction.
dFor calves sold at ranch, shrink is smaller than those sold at the auction market. Also, 
when sold per head basis (pregnant ones), shrink is not applied. 
eCalves are sold at ranch, hence no trucking fee. Other classes are assumed: $ 1.56/km, 
and trucked for 160 km with 22,680 kg capacity. Hence, 1.56 x 160 / 22680 = $0.011/kg.
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Table 17. Feeding strategy used in the MSU model.
Management group Feed type Period Amount (kg.hd"1)
Replacement heifers Alfalfa hay Oct. 31 to Jan. I 5.5

Yearling heifers Native range 
Alfalfa hay

12% protein supplement 
20% protein supplement

May. I to Dec. 31 
Jan. I to Apr. 30 
Jan. I to Apr. 30 
Oct. 31 to Jan. I

Ad libitum 
6.5 
2.0 
1.0

Two-year-old cows Native range 
Alfalfa hay

12% protein supplement 
20% protein supplement

May. I to Dec. 31 
Jan. I to Apr. 30 
Jan. I to Apr. 30 
Oct. 31 to Jan. I

Ad libitum 
Ad libitum 

0.25 
1.5

Mature cows (> 3-
yr) Native range May. I to Dec. 31 Ad libitum

Alfalfa/grass mix hay 
12% protein supplement 
20% protein supplement

Jan. I to Apr. 30 
Jan. I to Apr. 30 
Oct. 31 to Jan. I

Ad libitum
1.5
1.5
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Table 18. Regression equations used to predict feed intake from calf weaning age*.
Age of dams Feed type (kg) Intercept Regression coefficient
2-yr-old Native range 2224.1 3.6265

Alfalfa hay 829.53 2.7775

3-yr-old Native range 2089.8 4.5516
Alfalfa/grass mix hay 910.51 1.4317

4-yr-old Native range 1966.2 5.3455
Alfalfa/grass mix hay 996.18 1.0103

5-yr-old Native range 2001.1 5.2753
Alfalfa/grass mix hay 989.58 1.1071

6-yr-old Native range 2170.0 4.5194
Alfalfa/grass mix hay 1002.5 1.1107

7-yr and older Native range 2138.6 4.1446
Alfalfa/grass mix hay 1026.3 1.0125

aEquation form: y = a + bx.

Table 19. Adjustment factors for average daily gain of calves from different age of dams 
and sex of calves.

Age of dam Steer Heifer
2 1.06 1.02
3 1.08 1.02
4 1.08 1.03
5 1.09 1.06
6 and older 1.13 1.10
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

Introduction

This chapter will report the results and statistical differences for each trait of interest 

from the computer simulation. This chapter consists of: I) results of 66-d breeding 

season scenarios, and 2) results of 45-d breeding season scenarios. Discussion and 

comparison to literature report will be conducted in the next chapter.

66-d Breeding Season Scenarios

Statistical results from the REPEATED MEASUREMENTS of GLM procedure (SAS, 

2000) for all traits were summarized on Table 20. Treatment effects were significant for 

calving percentage in the first two periods (d I to 10 and d 11 to 21), calf performance 

(weaning weight and age at weaning), cow Al conception rate, herd pregnancy rate, herd 

size, annual production cost (feed cost, non-feed cost, and sum of those), and RGM. 

Treatment effects were not seen in calving percentages after the third period (after d 22 of 

the calving season), heifer Al conception rate, number of pregnant cows sold, and 

income.

A significant year effect implies that the trait changed as years advanced or the result 

of the trait varied year by year. Year effects were significant for calving percentage in 

the first two periods (d I to 10 and d 11 to 21) for primiparous heifers, calving percentage 

for mature cows throughout the calving season, calf performance (weaning weight and
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age at weaning), cow Al conception rate,, herd pregnancy rate, number of pregnant cows 

sold, herd size, annual production cost (feed cost, non-feed cost, and sum of those), 

income, and RGM.

If the interaction between treatment and year was significant, this implies that 

treatment effects were not consistent as years advanced. Interactions were significant for 

calving percentage in the first two periods (d I to 10 and d 11 to 21), calf performance 

(weaning weight and age at weaning), cow Al conception rate, herd size, and annual 

production cost (feed cost, non-feed cost, and sum of those).

Biological Responses

Calving Distribution of Primiparous Heifers. The calving season was separated into 

five periods: first 10 d, d 11 to 21, d 22 to 42, d 43 to 63, and d 64 to 66. Results are 

summarized in Tables 21,22,23, 24, and 25, respectively.

In the first 10 d of the calving season, percentage calving was dramatically changed by 

the application of estrous synchronization. Application of either MGAZPGFia or 

CIDRVPGFia resulted in higher calving percentage compared to that of the non

synchronizing treatment (P < 0.01 between yr 2 to 4). Every synchronization treatment 

resulted in about 70% or more heifers calving in the first IOd after yr 2, while the non- 

synchronized treatment remained at 36 to 40% through yr I to 4. There was no 

difference between MGAZPGFia and CIDRVPGFia for calving percentage in the first IOd 

of the season.

During d 11 to 21 of the calving season, estrous synchronization affected calving 

percentage. Results were opposite of those in the first IOd period, Le., higher in the non
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synchronizing treatment and lower in every synchronization treatment (P < 0.01 between 

yr 2 to 4). Here again, the calving percentage was kept constant in the non-synchronized 

treatment. Results of these two periods in the calving season suggest the change in the 

breeding season. Estrous cycles (or occurrence) of heifers were manipulated by 

synchronization protocol and shifted to the first several days of the breeding season, Le., 

Al period, while estrous cycles of non-treated heifers were distributed randomly in the 

first 21 d.

In the rest of the calving season (d 22 to 42, d 43 to 63, and d 64 to 66), there was no 

significant effect on calving percentage by treatment through 4 yr. Results in Table 20 

also indicated that these three periods were not affected by year and interaction between 

treatments and years.

Through the calving season of primiparous heifers, there was no difference in the 

calving distribution between the two protocols evaluated.

Calving Distribution of Mature Cows. The calving season was separated into five 

periods: first 10 d, d 11 to 21, d 22 to 42, d 43 to 63, and d 64 to 66. Results are 

summarized in Tables 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30, respectively.

In the first 10 d of the calving season, percentage calving was dramatically changed by 

the application of estrous synchronization. Every synchronization treatment resulted in a 

higher calving percentage compared to the non-synchronization treatment (P < 0.01 

between yr 2 to 4). Furthermore, there were differences in calving percentage in the first 

IOd among the five of cow protocols. Cows synchronized with the Select Synch, CO- 

Synch, or CIDR/PGFza protocol had a higher calving percentage in the first 10 d as
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compared to cows receiving PGF2a-I or PGF2a-IL Combinations with the two heifer 

protocols did not affect the results.

During d 11 to 21 of the calving season, estrous synchronization protocols affected 

calving percentage. Rankings were opposite of those in the first IOd period, i.e., higher 

in the non-synchronized treatment and lower in every synchronization treatment (P <

0.01 between yr 2 to 4). There were differences among the five protocols. 

Synchronization with PGF2a-I or PGF2a-II resulted in more cows calving during d l l  to 

21 than synchronization with Select Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGF2a. Combinations 

with the two heifer protocols did not affect the results.

Calving distribution during the rest of the calving season (d 22 to 42, d 43 to 63, and d 

64 to 66) was not affected by treatment through 3 yr. Although there was a difference in 

calving percentage in the fourth year of the last period, the range was only within 0.4 to 

2.0%, i.e., a difference of only a few head.

Performance of Weaned Calves. Average weaning weight of steer calves was affected 

by treatments (P < 0.01 between yr 2 to 4; Table 31). Synchronizing cows with Select 

Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGF2a resulted in heavier weaning weights than other 

treatments. Synchronizing cows with PGF2a-I or PGF2a-II did not always produce 

heavier steers than the non-synchronization treatment or treatments synchronizing only 

heifers. Combinations of the two heifer synchronization protocols and the five cow 

synchronization protocols did not affect the results. Synchronizing only heifers did not 

produce heavier steers than the non-synchronization treatment.
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Responses in average weaning weight of all calves sold (all steers and non

replacement heifers) showed the same tendencies as were seen among steer weights. 

Average weaning weight of all calves was affected by treatments (P < 0.01 between yr 2 

to 4; Table 32). Synchronizing cows with Select Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGFia 

resulted in heavier weaning weights than other treatments. Synchronizing cows with 

PGFia-I or PGFia-II did not always produce heavier calves than the non-synchronization 

treatment or treatments synchronizing only heifers. Combinations of the two heifer 

protocols and the five cow protocols did not affect the results. Synchronizing estrus of 

only heifers did not produce heavier calves than the non-synchronization treatment.

Average age of calves at weaning was affected by treatments (P < 0.01 between yr 2 

to 4; Table 33). Age at weaning was always greatest when both heifers and cows were 

synchronized, following by synchronizing only heifers, and the lowest in the non

synchronizing treatment. Furthermore, there was a ranking among the five cow estrous 

synchronization protocols. Cows synchronized with CO-Synch had the oldest calves at 

weaning, followed by cows synchronized with Select Synch or CIDRZPGFia, and then 

PGFia-I or PGFia-IL Combinations of the two heifer synchronization protocols and the 

five cow synchronization protocols did not affect the results.

Conception and Pregnancy Rates. Although a statistical difference was found in yr 2 

(P = 0.04; Table 34), Al conception rates of heifers were generally not affected by 

treatment. There were no extreme high or low outliers. In yr 2, the highest value was 

82.6% and the lowest was 74.6%. Both values were biologically acceptable even with 

statistical difference between them. The repeated measure analysis (Table 20) also
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indicated no differences in heifer Al conception rate by treatment, year, or the interaction 

between these two.

Among cows, Al conception rates were different by treatment (P < 0.01 through 4 yr; 

Table 35). Treatments involving CO-Synch, which involves timed Al, resulted in lower 

Al conception rates than others. Among the other four protocols there was no difference 

in Al conception rate by treatment or by the combination with two heifer protocols. All of 

these values were biologically acceptable.

Herd pregnancy rates were not different by treatment in the first 2 yr. There were 

differences in herd pregnancy rates in yr 3 and 4 (P = 0.01 and 0.02, respectively; Table

36) , however it was merely a few percent difference.

Herd Dynamics. Herd size was changed after yr 2 (P < 0.01 between yr 2 to 4; Table

37) . Numerically, there was only five to six head difference between the highest and the 

lowest values. Rankings were consistent across years: from the highest to the lowest, 

they were; non-synchronization, treatments synchronizing only heifers, treatments 

involving PGFia-I or PGFia-II, and treatments involving Select Synch, CO-Synch or 

CIDRZPGFia. Combinations of the two heifer protocols and the five cow protocols did 

not affect the results. Number of pregnant cows sold was not affected by treatment 

through 4 yr (Table 38).

Economic Responses

Production Costs. Annual purchased feed cost differed through 4 yr (P < 0.01 through 

4 yr; Table 39). Ranking of the means were consistent across years. From the highest to
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the lowest, the order was: non-synchronization treatment, treatments synchronizing only 

heifers, treatments with PGF2a-II, treatments with PGF2o-I, and treatments with Select 

Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGF20. Combinations of the two heifer protocols and the 

five cow protocols did not affect results. Result of purchased feed cost reflected 

decreases in the number of bulls needed for the clean-up period (data not shown) and 

changes in the herd size discussed above.

Annual non-feed cost was affected through 4 yr (P < 0.01 through 4 yr; Table 40) and 

ranking of the means were consistent across years. However, the order was opposite 

from that for feed cost. Treatments synchronizing both heifers and cows had the highest 

cost, and the non-synchronizing treatment had the lowest cost. Treatments synchronizing 

only heifers were between those two, but numerically close to the non-synchronization 

treatment. Cow protocols combined with CIDRZPGF2o for heifers were more expensive 

than with MGAZPGF20. The same difference was seen between two treatments 

synchronizing only heifers. Synchronizing heifers with CIDRZPGF2o was more 

expensive than MGAZPGF20. Among cow protocols, PGF2o-I was highest, CIDRZPGF20 

was second, PGF2o-II and Select Synch were about equal and ranked third, and CO- 

Synch was the least expensive. Although PGF20-I needs only one dose OfPGF2o, estrous 

detection for 10 d makes this protocol the most expensive. The economics of timed Al 

(CO-Synch) will be discussed in the next chapter.

Total annual production cost was the sum of purchased feed and non-feed costs. Like 

the two outputs above, annual production cost was different through 4 yr (P < 0.01 

through 4 yr; Table 41) and ranking of the means were consistent across years.
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Treatment rankings for total production cost were similar to that for non-feed costs. 

Treatments synchronizing both heifers and cows had the highest cost, the non

synchronizing treatment had the lowest cost, and treatments synchronizing only heifers 

were between those two. Here again, there were effects from combinations of the two 

heifer protocols and the five cow protocols. Any cow protocols combined with 

CIDRVPGFaa for heifers were more expensive than with MGAVPGFaa- Also, 

synchronizing heifers with CIDRVPGF2a was more expensive than MGAVPGF2a- Among 

cow protocols, the ranking was, from the highest to the lowest, PGF2a-I, CIDRVPGF2a, 

PGF2a-II, Select Synch, and CO-Synch.

Revenue. Annual income did not differ among protocols except in yr 4 (P = 0.04 in yr 

4; Table 42). Even in yr 4, numerically there were not large differences among systems 

and no large changes from other years were evident. Year effects on income were 

significant (Table 20). The non-synchronizing treatment was not changed through 4 yr, 

while for every synchronizing treatment income increased from yr I to 2. Furthermore, 

treatments synchronizing for both heifers and cows increased income as years advanced, 

while treatments synchronizing only heifers did not change income after yr 2. However, 

these differences were apparently not large enough to yield a significant treatment x year 

interaction (P = 0.49).

Ranch Gross Margin. Ranch gross margin differed among treatments in yr I, 3, and 4 

(P < 0.05; Table 43). Synchronization was started in yr I, and income from Al-sired 

calves was reflected in yr 2. Hence, expense for synchronization and Al programs was
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reflected in the difference in yr I . Inyr I, RGM was lower for treatments synchronizing 

heifers with CIDRZPGF2a as and cows with PGF2a-I or CIDRZPGF2a than other 

treatments, and RGM of other synchronizing treatments were not largely different from 

that of the non-synchronizing treatment. Ranch gross margin of the non-synchronizing 

did not change through 4 yr. In yr 2, RGM of all synchronizing treatments increased and 

were not different from that of the non-synchronizing treatment. In yr 3 and 4, applying 

CO-Synch with MGAZPGF2a as a heifer protocol was the highest, and treatments 

involving PGF2a-I were ranked lower than other treatments. There were not clear 

rankings among other treatments in yr 3 and 4.

A significant year effect (Table 20) indicated that RGM was changed as years 

advanced. In every synchronizing treatment, RGM was increased from yr I to 3 and was 

not changed from yr 3 to 4. While in the non-synchronizing treatment, RGM was not 

changed largely through 4 yr. Nevertheless, these differences in time trends among 

treatments were not large enough to yield a significant treatment x year interaction (P = 

0.30).

45-d Breeding Season Scenarios

Statistical results from the REPEATED MEASUREMENTS of GLM procedure (SAS, 

2000) for all traits are summarized on Table 44. Treatment effects were significant for 

calving percentage for both primiparous heifers and mature cows, calf performance 

(weaning weight and age at weaning), cow Al conception rate, herd pregnancy rate, 

number of pregnant cows sold, herd size, annual production cost (feed cost, non-feed
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cost, and sum of those), income and RGM. Treatment effects were not seen for calving 

percentages among primiparous heifers during the third period (d 22 to 42 of the calving 

season) and for heifer Al conception rate.

A significant year effect implies that the trait changed as years advanced or the result 

of the trait varied year by year. Year effects were significant for calving percentage for 

both primiparous heifers and mature cows, calf performance (weaning weight and age at 

weaning), cow Al conception rate, herd pregnancy rate, herd size, number of pregnant 

cows sold, annual production cost (feed cost, non-feed cost, and sum of those), income, 

and RGM.

If the interaction between treatment and year was significant, this implies that 

treatment effects changed across years. Interactions were significant for calving 

percentage for both primiparous heifers and mature cows, calf performance (weaning 

weight and age at weaning), herd size, annual production cost (feed cost, non-feed cost, 

and sum of those), and RGM.

Biological Responses

Calving Distribution of Primiparous Heifers. The calving season was separated into 

four periods: first 10 d, d 11 to 21, d 22 to 42, and d 43 to 45. Results are summarized in 

Tables 45, 46, 47, and 48, respectively.

In the first 10 d of the calving season, percentage calving was affected by the 

application of estrous synchronization. Application of either MGA/PGFia or 

CIDR/PGF2a resulted in higher calving percentage compared to that of the non

synchronizing treatment (P < 0.01 between yr 2 to 4). Every synchronization treatment
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resulted in about 70% or more heifers calving in the first 10 d after yr 2, while the non

synchronizing treatment remained at around 40% through yr I to 4. There was no 

difference between MGAZPGFia and CIDRZPGFia for calving percentage in the first IOd 

of the season.

During d 11 to 21 of the calving season, estrous synchronization affected calving 

percentage. Results were opposite of those in the first IOd period, i.e., higher in the non- 

synchronized treatment and lower in every synchronization treatment (P < 0.01 through 

yr 2 to 4). Here again, the calving percentage remained constant in the non-synchronized 

treatment and MGAZPGFia or CIDRZPGFia were not different. Results for these two 

periods suggest changes in the breeding performance. Estrous cycles (or occurrence) of 

heifers were manipulated by synchronization protocols and shifted to the first several 

days of the breeding season, i.e., Al period, while estrous cycles of non-treated heifers 

were distributed randomly in the first 21 d.

There were no differences among treatments in calving percentage during d 22 to 42 

through 4 yr. Although calving percentage was affected by treatments during d 43 to 45, 

differences were only a few percent, i.e., a few heifers.

Calving Distribution of Mature Cows. The calving season was separated into four 

periods: first 10 d, d 11 to 21, d 22 to 42, and d 43 to 45. Results are summarized in 

Tables 49, 50,51, and 52, respectively.

In the first 10 d of the calving season, percentage calving was dramatically changed by 

the application of estrous synchronization. Every synchronization treatment resulted in a 

higher calving percentage compared to the non-synchronization treatment (P < 0.01
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between yr 2 to 4). Furthermore, there were differences in calving percentage in the first 

IOd among the five of cow protocols. Cows synchronized with the Select Synch, CO- 

Synch, or CIDR/PGFza protocol had a higher calving percentage in the first 10 d as 

compared to cows receiving PGFia-I or PGF2a-IL Combinations with the two heifer 

protocols did not affect the results.

During d 11 to 21 of the calving season, estrous synchronization protocol affected 

calving percentage. Results were opposite of those in the first IOd period, i.e., higher in 

the non-synchronized treatment and lower in every synchronization treatment (P < 0.01 

between yr 2 to 4). There were differences among the five protocols. Synchronization 

with PGF2a-I or PGF2a-II resulted in more cows calving during d 11 to 21 than 

synchronization with Select Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGF2a. Combinations with the 

two heifer protocols did not affect the results.

Calving percentage during d 22 to 42 differed in yr 3 and 4. Compared to the non

synchronization treatment, treatments involving Select Synch, CO-Synch, or 

CIDRZPGF2a were ranked lower.

Although calving percentage during d 43 to 45 was affected by treatments (P < 0.01 

between yr 2 to 4), differences were only a few percent, i.e., a few cows. Treatments 

involving Select Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGF2a were ranked higher than other 

treatments.

Performance of Weaned Calves. Steer weaning weight was affected by treatments (P 

< 0.01 between yr 2 to 4; Table 53). The non-synchronizing treatment ranked lower than 

the other 12 treatments. Treatments involving Select Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGF2a
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(for cows) were ranked higher than other treatments. Treatments involving PGF2a-I and 

PGF2o-II were ranked next, and not different from treatments synchronizing only heifers. 

Combinations of the two heifer protocols and the five cow protocols did not affect the 

results.

Responses in average weaning weight among all calves sold (all steers and non

replacement heifers) showed the same tendencies as average steer weight. Average 

weaning weight of all calves was affected by treatments (P < 0.01 between yr 2 to 4; 

Table 54). Every synchronizing treatment produced heavier weaning weight than the 

non-synchronizing treatment. Especially, treatments involving Select Synch, CO-Synch, 

or CiDRZPGF20 were ranked higher than others. Treatments synchronizing cows with 

PGF2o-I or PGF2o-II were not different from treatments synchronizing only heifers. 

Combinations of the two heifer protocols and the five cow protocols did not affect the 

results.

Average age of calves at weaning was affected by treatments (P < 0.01 between yr 2 

to 4; Table 55). Across years, rankings were, from the oldest to the youngest, treatments 

involving Select Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGF2o, treatments involving PGF2o-I or 

PGF2o-II, treatments synchronizing only heifers, and the non-synchronizing treatment. 

Combinations of the two heifer protocols and the five cow protocols did not affect the 

results.

Conception and Pregnancy Rates. Conception rates to Al among heifers were not 

affected by treatment (Table 44; Table 56), year (Table 44), or the interaction between 

treatment and year (Table 44).
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Among cows, Al conception rates were different by treatment (P < 0.01 through 4 yr; 

Table 57). Treatments involving CO-Synch, which involves timed Al, resulted in lower 

Al conception rates than others. Among the other four protocols there was no difference 

in Al conception rate by treatment or by the combination with the two heifer protocols. 

All of these values were biologically acceptable.

Herd pregnancy rate was affected by treatments (P < 0.01 through 4 yr; Table 58). 

Treatments involving Select Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGFia (for cows) were ranked 

higher than the rest. The non-synchronizing treatment was the lowest. Among other 

treatments, ranking varied in each year. Combinations of the two heifer protocols and the 

five cow protocols did not affect the results.

Herd Dynamics. Herd size was changed after yr 2 (P < 0.01 between yr 2 to 4; Table 

59). Numerically, it was only five to six head difference between the highest and the 

lowest values. Rankings for means were consistent across years. From the highest to the 

lowest, they were non-synchronizing treatment, treatments synchronizing only heifers, 

treatments involving PGFaa-I or PGF2a-II, and treatments involving Select Synch, CO- 

Synch, or CIDRZPGF2a. Combinations of the two heifer protocols and the five cow 

protocols did not affect the results.

Number of pregnant cows sold was affected after yr 2 (P < 0.01 between yr 2 to 4; 

Table 60). Treatments involving CO-Synch or CIDRZPGF2a were ranked higher than 

other treatments. The rest of treatments did not differ from each other. Combinations of 

the two heifer protocols and the five cow protocols did not affect the results.
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Economic Responses

Production Costs. Annual purchased feed cost differed through 4 yr (P < 0.01 through 

4 yr; Table 61). Ranking of the means were consistent across years. From the highest to 

the lowest, the order was: non-synchronization treatment, treatments synchronizing only 

heifers, treatments with PGF2a-H, treatments with PGF2o-I, and treatments with Select 

Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGF2o. Combinations of the two heifer protocols and the 

five cow protocols did not affect the results. Result of purchased feed cost reflected 

decreases in the number of bulls needed for the clean-up period (data not shown) and 

changes in the herd size discussed above.

Annual non-feed cost was affected by treatment (P < 0.01 through 4 yr; Table 62).

The non-synchronizing treatment was the lowest through 4 yr. Treatments synchronizing 

both heifers and cows were more expensive than treatments synchronizing only heifers. 

Treatments involving CIDRZPGF2o for heifers were more expensive than those involving 

MGAZPGF2o. Among cow protocols, PGF2o-I and CIDRZPGF2o were the most expensive, 

PGF2o-II and Select Synch intermediate, and CO-Synch was the least expensive.

Although PGF2o-I needs only one dose OfPGF2o, estrous detection for 10 d makes this 

protocol the most expensive. The economics of timed Al (CO-Synch) will be discussed 

in the next chapter.

Total annual production cost was different through 4 yr (P < 0.01 through 4 yr; Table 

63) and ranking of the means were consistent across years. Rankings of the means were 

similar to that of non-feed costs. The non-synchronizing treatment was the lowest 

through 4 yr. Treatments synchronizing both heifers and cows were more expensive than
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treatments synchronizing only heifers. Treatments involving CIDRZPGF2a (either for 

heifers or cows) were more expensive than those involving MGAZPGF2a. Among cow 

protocols, the ranking was, from the highest to the lowest, PGF2a-I, CIDRZPGF2a, PGF2a- 

II, Select Synch, and CO-Synch.

Revenue. Annual income differed among treatments after yr 2 (Z3 < 0.05 between yr 2 

to 4; Table 64). Ranking of the means varied and means were not separated clearly. 

However, generally treatments synchronizing heifers with CIDRZPGF2a and treatments 

synchronizing both heifers and cows produced more income than the non-synchronizing 

treatment and the treatment synchronizing heifers with MGAZPGF2a.

A significant year effect (Table 44) indicated changes in income across years. 

Treatments synchronizing both heifers and cows increased income as years advanced, 

while the non-synchronizing treatment and treatments synchronizing only income did not 

change through 4 yr. These differences in response across years were apparently not 

large enough to yield a treatment x year interaction (P = 0.17).

Ranch Gross Margin. Ranch gross margin was not different in yr I (P = 0.08 in yr I 

and P < 0.05 between yr 2 to 4; Table 65). In yr 2, means were similar to each other 

except synchronizing heifers with CIDRZPGF2a and cows with PGF2a-I, which were the 

lowest between yr 2 to 4. In yr 3 and 4, treatments involving Select Synch, CO-Synch, or 

CIDRZPGF2a ranked higher than other treatments.

Year and year x treatment interaction effects were both significant for RGM (P < 0.05;

Table 44). In treatments synchronizing both heifers and cows, RGM was increased as
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years advanced, while in the non-synchronizing treatment and treatments synchronizing 

only heifers, RGM was not changed across 4 yr.
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Table 20. f -values from analysis of variance (repeated measures) with 66-d breeding 
season.

Factor
Trait Treatment Year Treatment x year

Heifer calving percentage in: 
I st period (%)a <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

2nd period (%)b <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

3rd period (%)c 0.2811 0.8567 0.3258

4th period (%)d 0.0743 0.1445 0.4299

5th period (%)e 0.4567 <0.0001 0.7310

Cow calving percentage in: 
I st period (%)a <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

2nd period (%)b <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

3rd period (%)c 0.6479 <0.0001 0.4600

4th period (%)d 0.0985 <0.0001 0.5762

5th period (%)e <0.0001 0.0141 0.0936

Average steer wt. (kg) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Average calf wt. (kg) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Average age of calf (day) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Heifer Al conception rate (%/ 0.1256 0.6539 0.4009

Cow Al conception rate (%/ <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0014

Herd pregnancy rate (%) 0.0001 0.0002 0.5544

Number of pregnant cows 
sold (head)

0.3199 <0.0001 0.1757

Average herd size (head) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Annual feed cost ($) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
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Annual non-feed cost ($) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Annual total cost ($) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Annual income ($) 0.4209 <0.0001 0.4932

Annual ranch gross margin ($) 0.0031 <0.0001 0.3031
“First 10 days of calving season. 
bFrom day 11 to 21 of calving season. 
cFrom day 22 to 42 of calving season. 
dFrom day 43 to 63 of calving season. 
eFrom day 64 to 66 of calving season. 
'Non-Synchronizing treatment not included.
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Table 21. Calving percentage of primiparous heifers in the first 10 d of the calving season
with 66-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 36.4 37.4' 39.8" 39.2"

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 34.8 69.2" 73.2bc 74.8*

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 36.8 69.6" 73.8"' 70.6a

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 33.0 74.2*" 73.2"' 75.4*

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 38.6 75.Oab 72.0' 72.2*

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 37.4 74.Oab 78.2*" 75.2*

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 34.0 73.8ab 71.8' 72.6*

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 41.0 75.Oab 73.8"' 74.2*

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 35.6 75.6ab 73.6"' 73.6*

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 35.4 73.6*" 71.4' 73.0*

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 36.6 74.Oab 80.2* 75.4*

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 35.6 73.Oab 72.8"= 70.2*

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 31.2 77.6" 76.4*^ 73.0*
SEM 0.021 0.022 0.017 0.023

P-value for treatment
a h c d »  t  ~ *. i . * . i _______  i  T -

0.2343 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
'Means within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 22. Calving percentage of primiparous heifers from d 11 to 21 of the calving
season with 66-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 39.0 39.4» 38.2" 39.8"

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 418 3.4b 3.8b 3.6b

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 41.6 6.2b 6.6b 3.2b

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 46.0 4.Ob 3.Ob 3.4b

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 40.0 3.4b 4.Ob 2.8b

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 43.0 4.4b 2.8b 3.6b

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 41.4 3.2b 3.Ob 4.2b

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 41.0 5.Ob 3.6b 2.6b

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 39.4 3.Ob 3.2b 5.Ob

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 44.6 6.Ob 4.2b 4.2b

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 40.8 3.4b 2.8b 4.8b

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 39.0 3.8b 4.4b 4.4b

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 46.8 2.8b 4.Ob 5.6b
SEM 0.022 0.011 0.012 0.009

P-value for treatment
ahw ~  _ _ i ................._ i_ „ r  ..

0.3006 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
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Table 23. Calving percentage of primiparous heifers from d 22 to 42 of the calving
season with 66-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 17.4 18.8 17.4 19.0

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 16.4 20.0 19.0 16.4

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 17.6 18.8 15.8 20.2

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 18.2 16.8 20.2 16.8

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 17.6 18.0 18.8 19.6

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 17.0 17.6 15.2 16.8

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 19.0 16.2 21.2 18.8

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 14.8 17.4 18.6 18.6

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 20.2 17.0 19.4 17.6

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 16.0 17.2 19.4 18.8

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 17.8 18.0 14.2 13.8

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 22.4 17.8 18.2 19.4

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 18.8 13.6 16.0 17.4
SEM 0.016 0.018 0.017 0.017

P-value for treatment 0.1771 0.7260 0.1314 0.4482
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Table 24. Calving percentage of primiparous heifers from d 43 to 63 of the calving
season with 66-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 4.8 4.0 4.0 2.0

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 4.2 6.0 3.6 4.0

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 4.0 3.2 2.8 4.4

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 2.8 3.6 3.2 3.0

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 3.8 2.8 4.0 4.6

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 2.2 3.6 2.6 3.0

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 5.2 5.2 3.2 6.2

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 3.4 1.8 3.4 3.2

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 4.0 3.0 2.6 3.2

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 3.4 2.6 3.4 2.6

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 4.2 3.6 2.4 4.6

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 3.2 4.6 3.0 4.6

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 2.8 5.4 3.0 3.2
SEM 0.008 0.009 0.007 0.008

P-value for treatment 0.4552 0.0591 0.8869 0.2963
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Table 25. Calving percentage of primiparous heifers from d 64 to 66 of the calving
season with 66-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.2

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 0.2 1.0 0.8 1.2

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 0.0 0.8 0.4 0.8

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 0.0 0.6 0.8 0.6

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 0.4 0.2 0.8 1.2

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 0.0 1.0 0.8 0.8

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 0.0 0.4 0.4 1.0

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 0.4 1.0 0.6 0.0

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 0.2 0.2 0.8 1.2

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 0.0 0.4 0.2 1.0

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 0.0 0.8 0.8 1.0

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6
SEM 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.004

f -value for treatment 0.5066 0.5722 0.6300 0.6264
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Table 26. Calving percentage of mature cows in the first 10 d of the calving season with
66-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 26.6 27.2r 26.8' 24.8"

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 26.4 27.8^ 25.2f 27.6"

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 28.0 26.4' 26.Of 26.8"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 25.4 44. Od 47.2d 49.8"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 24.8 36.8" 40.4" 42.6d

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 25.0 5 2. Oabc 57.6abc 58.8ab

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 25.8 52.6"*° 5 7. Oabc 61.Oa

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 26.8 50.Oc 54.0" 57.2ab

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 26.0 41.8d 47.2d 48.6"

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 26.8 36.8" 42.6" 44.Od

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 26.8 53.Oab 58.8ab 60.Oa

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 25.8 516* 60.Oa 60.8*

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 27.0 50.2bc 56.Obc 56.Ob
SEM 0.012 0.009 0.012 0.014

P-value for treatment
abodef» * _ t i i

0.8560 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdclMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 27. Calving percentage of mature cows from d 11 to 21 of the calving season with
66-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 35.0 318" 32.8b 34.0"

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 34.6 310" 35.2" 35.0"

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 32.4 314" 36.2" 33.4"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 31.6 15.2C 14.Od 13.6C

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 31.8 20.4b 19.6C 18.Ob

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 32.6 6.4d 14% 4.2d

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 33.4 5.6d 18g 4.Od

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 318 8.2d 18= 6.Od

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 32.2 15.Oc 16.Od 14.4C

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 32.6 22.Ob 19.8C 18.8b

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 32.0 6.Od 4.8% 4.6d

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 32.6 6.4d 18g 3.4d

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 310 8.2d 6.4ef 6.Od
SEM 0.011 0.009 0.008 0.008

P-value for treatment 0.6128 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdctgMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 28. Calving percentage of mature cows from d 22 to 42 of the calving season with
66-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 27.0 27.6 28.0 28.8

MGA/PGF2a No Synch. 28.0 27.6 28.4 26.2

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 27.8 27.4 26.0 27.0

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 30.2 28.2 27.4 27.0

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 29.4 30.2 26.4 27.2

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 29.2 27.8 27.4 27.2

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 28.6 27.8 26.2 23.0

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 28.0 28.6 26.2 25.6

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 28.8 30.8 26.6 26.4

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 29.2 28.8 25.8 26.0

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 28.4 29.0 26.4 26.0

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 29.8 26.4 24.4 25.6

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 28 6 28 8 27.0 26.2
SEM 0.009 0.012 0.012 0.012

f -value for treatment 0.5857 0.4916 0.6659 0.3205
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Table 29. Calving percentage of mature cows from d 43 to 63 of the calving season with

66-d breeding season.
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 10.6 10.4 11.4 11.6

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 10.8 10.8 10.2 10.6

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 10.6 12.2 11.6 11.6

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 11.6 11.6 10.4 9.0

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 13.4 11.6 11.2 11.0

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 12.2 12.0 10.2 9.4

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 10.8 11.8 10.0 10.0

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 10.6 11.8 10.0 9.6

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 12.2 11.6 9.4 9.8

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 10.8 11.2 10.4 9.8

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 12.2 10.4 9.4 9.0

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 11.0 12.0 9.8 8.6

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 11.0 12.2 9.8 10.4
SEM 0.008 0.008 0.007 0.007

P-value for treatment 0.2675 0.7682 0.3661 0.0661
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Table 30. Calving percentage of mature cows from d 64 to 66 of the calving season with
______ 66-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2abc

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 0.8 0.4 1.0

O

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 0.6 0.4 0.6

EO
O

O

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 1.4 0.8 0.2 0.4=

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 0.2 0.8 1.2 0.6bc

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 1.0 1.6 0.6

£O
O

O

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 0.8 1.6 1.8 2.0"

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 0.6 1.6 1.6 I  4 a b

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 0.2 1.2 0.6 0.6bc

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 0.4 1.0 1.0

SO
O

O

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 0.8 0.6 0.4 O

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 0.6 1.6 1.2 1.4ab

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 0.6 0.6 0.8 LObc
SEM 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003

P-value for treatment 0.2091 0.0540 0.0556 0.0054
abcMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 31. Average weaning weight of steer calves sold with 66-d breeding season (kg).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 229.7 229.5% 231.8C 229.8e

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 231.0 231.8% 233.2"* 232.4*=

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 230.8 232. Ifg 231.6bc 232.7d

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 223.0 231.7% 233.6"* 235.Icd

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 230.2 234.7de 234.9b 235.7be

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 230.1 235.4bcd 239.4" 238.Iab

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 230.2 237.7ab 238.1" 240.2"

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 230.7 235.6^ 238.0" 239.4"

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 229.7 234.Odef 234.9b 235.Icd

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 232.0 234.9cd 234. Ibc 235.3^

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 229.4 237.8ab 240.0" 240.0"

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 229.4 239.Oa 239.4" 240.3"

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 230.3 237.5ab 237.8" 238.3"h
SEM 0.905 0.878 0.852 0.921

f -value for treatment 0.8108 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdefgMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ (P < 0.05).
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Table 32. Average weaning weight of calves sold (all steers and non-replacement heifers) 
with 66-d breeding season (kg).

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 224.7 223.9b 225. Ic 223.9s

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 224.5 225.6# 227.Obc 226.4=%

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 225.7 225.2gh 226.5*= 226.3%

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 2216 226.6=% 227.9b 228.8*^

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 2214 227.7def 228.3b 228.3def

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 2218 228.9cdc 232.3" 230.9b=̂

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 224.1 231.Oabc 231.5" 234.0"

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 2215 229.5bcd 231.8" 233.3"b

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 2216 228.2de 228.Ib 229.2cdef

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 2210 228.2*= 228.8b 229.4^=

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 223.1 231.8ab 233.7" 233. Iab

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 2216 232.8" 232.8" 233.6"*

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 224.5 230.7abc 231.6" 231.8"*=
SEM 0.740 1796 0.752 0.944

P-value for treatment 0.4392 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdcfghMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 33. Average weaning age of calves with 66-d breeding season (day).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 192.6“ 192.3s 192.2' 192. If

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 192.4“b 193.9f 193.9" 194.4"

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 192.6“ 193.61 194.0" 193.7"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 191.8abc 195.Ie 195.8d 196.6d

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 191.3" 195.4" 196.Od 196.2d

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 192. Oabc 197.2d 199.3b" 199.5"

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 191 9abc 198.7ab 200. Iab 200.7ab

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 192.6ab I97 7cd 199.0" I997faC

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 191.6" 195.0" 196.2d 196.3d

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 192.4ab 195.7" 196.6d 197.2d

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 192.2abc 198.3bc 200. Iab 200.Obc

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 191 9abc 199.2“ 200.9“ 201.2“

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 192.2abc 198.2bc 199.7b 199.3"
SEM 0.3035 0.2636 0.3074 0.3668

f -value for treatment 0.0490 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdclgMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ { P  <  0.05).
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Table 34. Average Al conception rate of yearling heifers with 66-d breeding season (%). 
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. - - - -

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 72.0 76.2bc 78.1 76.6

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 75.1 80.5abc 74.4 80.9

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 78.0 76.3bc 79.3 76.8

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 77.4 76.2bc 75.1 74.8

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 78.4 80.7ab 79.0 77.9

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 77.0 74.6' 75.9 73.1

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 80.7 76.8ab' 77.1 78.2

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 78.8 77.Oabc 78.0 76.8

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 79.3 74.9bc 77.6 75.7

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 77.3 82.6a 80.5 74.8

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 76.9 77.4abc 73.9 77.0

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 80.0 80.6abc 78.8 79.4
SEM 0.021 0.018 0.023 0.021

P-value for treatment 0.3321 0.0403 0.6037 0.4114
abcMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ (P < 0.05).
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Table 35. Average Al conception rate of mature cows with 66-d breeding season (%).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. - - - -

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. - - - -

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. - - - -

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 68.9*b 70.Oa 71.2a 69.0*

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 69.7ab 69.0a 70.6a 71.3a

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 70.Oab 71.9a 70.Oa 71.4a

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 42.2= 48.4= 52.3b 50.7b

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 68.5ab 69.6a 70.7a 71.4*

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 67.Ob 70.3a 69.5" 69.5*

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 70.9a 71.2" 71.9* 70.2*

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 70.7a 70.7a 70.1* 70.2*

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 43.7= 49.6b 52.Ob 49.7b

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 68.Oab 70.3a 69.5* 72.3*
SEM 0.010 0.015 0.012 0.011

f -value for treatment
a b c »  « - . i  • I  T T

<0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
ilbcMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ (P < 0.05).
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Table 36. Average herd pregnancy rate with 66-d breeding season (%), 
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 92.2 92.3 91.8bc 93.Oabc

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 92.1 92.9 92.9abc 92.3°

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 92.3 92.3 92.6abc 92.6°

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 92.3 93.6 91.8bc 92 gk

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 92.1 92.1 91.9bc 93 OafaC

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 92.6 92.7 93 2^ 92 8bc

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 92.5 94.0 94.2" 93 7ab

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 93.0 92.8 92 9abc 93.8ab

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 92.0 91.7 91.Ic 93 1"b°

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 92.2 91.9 93 2^ 93.3"h°

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 92.0 92.5 93.5"b 93 2abc

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 93.3 93.2 94.0" 94. Ia

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 92.3 93.0 93.Iab 93.I ah
SEM 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.004

P-value for treatment 0.7878 0.1051 0.0114 0.0218
abcMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 37. Average herd size with 66-d breeding season (head).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 589.2 589.4' 589.2“ 589.8“

MGA/PGF2a No Synch. 589.4 588.4^ 588.2' 588.Ob

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 589.2 588.8^ 588.4' 588.6b

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 589.8 587.4de 586.6" 586.0'

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 590.2 587.2de 587.Ob 586.6'

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 589.8 586.0^ 584.2"" 583.8d'

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 589.4 584.4h 583.0' 582.8'^

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 589.2 585.4% 584.6' 584.Od

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 589.8 587.8"" 586.6b 586.4'

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 589.2 587.Oe 586.Ob 585.8'

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 589.8 585.2B 583.4de 583.4def

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 590.0 584.4" 582.8' 582.4'^

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 589.2 585.8*" 583.8"^ 583.8d'
SEM 0.2935 0.2572 0.3397 0.3721

P-value for treatment 0.1611 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdelghMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ (P < 0.05).
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Table 38. Average number of pregnant cows sold with 66-d breeding season (head).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 0.0 0.6 0.8 4.4

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 2.5 6.9 7.7 6.3

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 3.1 2.3 6.1 6.5

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 4.2 12.7 10.0 12.7

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 2.9 1.9 0.6 3.5

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 4.4 4.8 8.0 5.6

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 3.1 11.2 20.5 25.7

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 2.3 5.6 7.3 16.0

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 5.4 5.6 3.1 4.6

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 7.5 6.0 14.6 14.8

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 2.1 3.9 11.2 9.3

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 3.6 4.6 11.8 12.8

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 3.6 4.2 11.2 15.3
SEM 2.937 4.065 4.325 4.729

P-value for treatment 0.9677 0.7398 0.1116 0.0666
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Table 39. Average annual purchased feed cost with 66-d breeding season ($).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 2 2 , 8 2 5 " 2 2 , 7 9 4 " 2 2 , 8 2 0 " 2 2 , 8 8 5 "

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 2 2 , 3 5 4 " 2 2 , 3 0 0 " 2 2 , 2 5 5 " 2 2 , 1 7 1 "

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 2 2 , 2 9 7 " 2 2 , 3 1 8 " 2 2 , 3 1 5 " 2 2 , 1 9 3 "

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 2 0 , 9 0 2 de 2 0 , 6 4 5 d 2 0 , 3 1 O d 2 0 , 3 0 8 d

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 2 1 , 5 5 7 ' 2 1 , 2 4 9 ' 2 1 , 0 5 8 ' 2 1 , 0 6 5 '

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 2 0 , 5 3 4 ' 1 9 , 8 4 8 " 1 9 , 6 5 1 ' 1 9 , 5 1 0 '

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 2 0 , 6 7 0 ' ' 2 0 , 0 2 6 ' 1 9 , 6 2 4 ' 1 9 , 6 7 1 '

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 2 0 , 5 8 5 ^ 2 0 , 0 4 1 ' 1 9 , 7 5 4 ' 1 9 , 7 0 6 '

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 2 0 , 9 0 2 d 2 0 , 6 8 6 d 2 0 , 3 9 0 d 2 0 , 4 5 5 d

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 2 1 , 5 3 0 ' 2 1 , 2 2 1 ' 2 0 , 9 1 1 ' 2 0 , 9 5 5 '

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 2 0 , 4 4 2 * 1 9 , 6 6 9 ' 1 9 , 5 5 6 ' 1 9 , 5 6 9 '

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 2 0 , 6 4 3 ' ^ 1 9 , 9 8 0 ' 1 9 , 6 7 1 ' 1 9 , 6 8 1 '

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 2 0 , 5 0  I f 1 9 , 9 4 4 " 1 9 , 8 1 4 ' 1 9 , 6 6 3 '

SEM 7 1 . 2 8 9 5 . 9 5 9 0 . 8 2 9 7 . 5 1

P-value for treatment
abcdef» * _ r. i “  i i

< 0 . 0 0 0 1 < 0 . 0 0 0 1 < 0 . 0 0 0 1 < 0 . 0 0 0 1

abcddMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 40. Average annual non-feed cost with 66-d breeding season ($).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 45,642' 45,659* 45,660" 45,736*

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 46,637h 46,494' 46,417j 46,346*

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 47,2538 47,142" 47,163* 46,964"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 54,714" 54,395" 53,891" 54,072"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 52,976" 52,539" 52,306"' 52,378"

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 53,042" 52,081' 52,023' 51,816'

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 52,367' 51,279g 50,613" 50,8478

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 54,362" 53,673" 53,313" 53,290"

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 55,519= 54,925= 54,619= 54,853=

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 53,502d 53,134d 52,797d 52,963cd

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 53,540d 52,588" 52,580d" 52,774d"

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 52,921" 51,662'8 51,291g 51,445'

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 54,906" 54,191" 54,088" 53,905"
SEM 123.77 159.78 148.95 143.30

f -value for treatment <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
!IhcdcfghijkpvIeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ { P  <  0.05).
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Table 41. Average annual production cost (sum of feed and non-feed cost) with 66-d 
breeding season ($).

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 68,467h 68,452* 68,479' 68,621"

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 68,991h 68,794% 68,672' 68,517"

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 69,5508 69,459^ 69,478" 69,157"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 75,549b 75,04 Iab 74,20 Ib 74,380b

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 74,533d 73,788= 73,364cd 73,444cd

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 73,577ef 71,929de 71,674= 71,326f

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 73,037f 71,305= 70,2388 70,5188

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 74,947cd 73,714= 73,067d 72,996d=

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 76,42 Ia 75,61Ia 75,009a 75,308=

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 75,033bcd 74,355bc 73,708bcd 73,922"=

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 73,982= 72,257d 72,136= 72,343=

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 73,565=^ 71,642de 70,962^ 71,126%

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 75,406bc 74,135= 73,903"= 73,569=d
SEM 189.37 252.22 234.93 236.54

P-value for treatment <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdetghlMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 42. Average annual income with 66-d breeding season ($).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 208,452 209,475 208,759 209,489b

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 208,578 211,645 212,281 208,982b

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 207,405 209,723 210,831 212,596b

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 210,281 212,412 210,778 212,329b

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 208,782 208,306 209,227 209,739b

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 209,975 210,205 212,065 210,164b

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 208,279 211,659 216,646 219,834'

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 208,152 210,010 212,065 216,218ab

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 208,187 211,062 209,056 21 l,182b

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 209,995 213,048 213,441 214,32 Iab

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 206,332 212,007 213,846 213,538^

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 208,269 210,671 212,110 213,385ab

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 205,457 211,300 213,281 215,570ab
SEM 1761.9 1999.9 2072.4 2176.6

P-value for treatment
a b n  K  _ * I _______  I I .

0.8238 0.9414 0.3563 0.0375
abMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ { P  <  0.05).
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Table 43. Average annual ranch gross margin with 66-d breeding season ($).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 139,985' 141,023 140,280abcd 140,868b

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 139,587' 142,851 143,608ab 140,465b

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 137,855'" 140,264 141,353abc 143,439ab

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 134,733'bcd 137,372 136,576bcd 137,949b

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 134,249'bcd 134,518 135,864cd 136,295b

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 136,398^ 138,275 140,39 Iabcd 138,838b

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 135,243abcd 139,030 146,408a 149,315'

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 133,205bcd 137,165 138,998bcd 143,222ab

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 131,766cd 135,450 134,047d 135,874b

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 134,962abcd 138,692 139,733abcd 140,399b

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 132,350bcd 139,750 141,710abc 141,194b

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 134,704abcd 139,030 141,148abc 142,258b

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 130,051d 137,165 139,378bcd 142,00 Ib
SEM 1781.6 2013.2 2106.4 2247.3

P-value for treatment
abed* « *. I • i T- -  i TT

0.0070 0.2083 0.0162 0.0147
'Means within columns, lack of common superscript differ { P  <  0.05).
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Table 44. f -values from analysis of variance (repeated measures) with 45-d breeding
season.

Factor
Trait Treatment Year Treatment x year

Heifer calving percentage in: 
I st period (%)a <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

2nd period (%)b <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

3rd period (%)c 0.5214 0.4994 0.3221

4th period (%)d <0.0001 <0.0001 0.00024

Cow calving percentage in: 
I st period (%)a <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

2nd period (%)b <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

3rd period (%)c 0.0074 <0.0001 0.0008

4th period (%)d <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Average steer wt. (kg) <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0005

Average calf wt. (kg) <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0001

Average age of calf (day) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Heifer Al conception rate (%)e 0.2628 0.8115 0.4324

Cow Al conception rate (%)c <0.0001 0.0002 0.3380

Herd pregnancy rate (%) <0.0001 0.0390 0.1645

Average herd size (head) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Number of pregnant cows sold 
(head)

<0.0001 <0.0001 0.1166

Annual feed cost ($) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Annual non-feed cost ($) <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0129

Annual total cost ($) <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0003
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Annual income ($) < 0.0001 0.0043 0.1694

Annual ranch gross margin ($) 0.0002 0.0001 0.0471
aFirst 10 days of calving season.
hFrom day 11 to 21 of calving season.
cFrom day 22 to 42 of calving season.
dFrom day 43 to 45 of calving season.
eNon-Synchronizing treatment not included.
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Table 45. Calving percentage of primiparous heifers in the first 10 d of the calving season
with 45-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 35.4 38.8' 37.Od 39.4'

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 40.2 74.2ab 7 3  4 a b c 75.4a

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 35.6 75.6ab 72.4bc 73.Oab

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 45.0 77.2ab 75.6^ 74.2*

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 36.4 78.8a 77.6ab 74.6*

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 37.4 73.8ab 73.Oabc 73.2*

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 36.8 74.2ab 71.6' 78.Oa

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 42.0 74.2ab 78.2" 73.0*

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 34.4 73.4ab 73.4abc 74.0*

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 34.2 73.8ab 77.6ab 78.8*

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 41.6 7 3  2 ab 7 5  4 a b c 75.2*

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 36.6 77.2ab 74.6abc 73.2*

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 37.2 72.Ob 73.6abc 69.4b
SEM 0.028 0.019 0.017 0.018

P-value for treatment
a b c d i  i  " - . I  • " i  TT

0.2098 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
'Means within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 46. Calving percentage of primiparous heifers from d 11 to 21 of the calving
season with 45-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 4 6 . 4 4 1 . 8 " 4 2 . 2 " 4 1 . 0 "

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 4 1 . 0 4 . 4 b 4 . 2 b 3 . 4 bcd

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 4 6 . 0 4 . 8 " 5 . O b 6 . Ob

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 3 7 . 2 3 . 6 b 4 . 6 b 3  8 bcd

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 4 4 . 8 3 . 2 b 3 . 4 b 4 . Obcd

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 4 1 . 2 4 . 2 b 3 . 6 b 5 . 4 * *

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 4 3 . 0 3 . 4 b 4 . O b 3 . O cd

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 3 8 . 4 3 . 6 b 3 . O b 3 . Ocd

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 4 4 . 4 2 . 6 b 3 . 6 b 3 . 6 b^

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 4 4 . 8 3 . 4 b 2 . 2 b 1 . 8 d

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 4 3 . 0 3 . 4 b 4 . 4 b 4 . 2 b=d

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 4 2 . 8 3 . 8 b 3 . 6 b 4 . 8 b"

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 4 0 . 0 4 . 4 b 4 . 2 b 5 . 6 b°

SEM 0 . 0 2 7 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 1 0 . 0 0 8

P-value for treatment
abed* *  _ " - i i i

0 . 4 0 0 7 < 0 . 0 0 0 1 < 0 . 0 0 0 1 < 0 . 0 0 0 1

Means within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 47. Calving percentage of primiparous heifers from d 22 to 42 of the calving
season with 45-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 16.8 19.0 20.0 19.0

MGA/PGF2a No Synch. 18.8 17.6 18.2 17.8

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 17.6 17.6 19.0 17.6

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 17.6 15.0 17.0 18.0

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 17.2 15.4 16.6 17.8

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 21.4 18.2 18.8 18.2

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 19.6 19.2 21.2 15.6

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 18.2 18.6 14.4 19.6

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 20.0 19.8 16.8 17.8

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 20.8 19.0 16.6 16.6

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 14.4 19.4 17.8 17.6

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 20.2 17.8 18.4 18.6

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 21.8 18.8 17.2 19.2
SEM 0.017 0.019 0.014 0.015

P-value for treatment 0.1727 0.8362 0.1320 0.8966
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Table 48. Calving percentage of primiparous heifers from d 43 to 45 of the calving
season with 45-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 1.0 0.4' 0.8' 0.2'

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 0.0 3.8" 3.8"^ 3.2=*

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 0.6 3 Oab= 3.4=*' 3.2=*

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 0.4 4.0" 2.4bc 4.2ab

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 1.2 2.2"^ 2.4bc 3.Oab

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 0.2 T B " 4.4ab 3.2"b

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 0.6 3.Oab 2.8=*" 3.4ab

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 1.4 TB" 4.2ab 3.8=*

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 1.2 3.8b 5.4" 4.6=*

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 0.2 3.4" 3  4 " b c 2.6b

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 0.8 TB" 2.4bc 3.2=*

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 0.4 0.8** 3.Oabc 3.4=*

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 1.0 4.4" 4.Bab 5.4"
SEM 0.004 0.007 0.008 0.008

P-value for treatment
ab c x  * __________ „ i Z i .. .. i . „  r  .

0.1194 0.0030 0.0233 0.0256
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Table 49. Calving percentage of mature cows in the first 10 d of the calving season with
45-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 3 0 . 4 3 1 . 2 " 3 2 . 4 " 3 0 . 2 r

MGA/PGF20C No Synch. 3 1 . 2 3 1 . 2 " 3 3 . 0 " 3 1 . 6 '

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 3 1 . 6 3 1 . 0 " 3 0 . 6 " 3 2 . 4 '

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 2 8 . 8 5 1 . 2 " 5 4 . 8 " 5 5 . 4 d

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 3 1 . 8 4 2 . 4 d 4 7 . 6 d 4 9 . 8 "

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 3 1 . 8 5 9 . O b 6 2 . O b 6 6 . 2 *

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 3 1 . 2 5 8 . 8 b 6 4 . 2 ab 6 3 . 8 bc

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 3 0 . 6 5 8 . 2 b 6 3 . O b 6 2 . 4 "

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 3 0 . 2 5 2 . 6 " 5 4 . 6 " 5 5 . 4 d

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 3 2 . 0 4 5 . Od 4 7 . 6 d 4 9 . 8 "

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 3 1 . 4 6 3 . 2 " 6 7 . 8 " 6 8 . 0 "

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 2 9 . 8 5 7 . 8 b 6 3 . 8 " h 6 2 . 8 b"

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 3 2 . 2 5 8 . 2 b 6 1 . 6 b 6 2 . 6 "

SEM 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 1 4 0 . 0 1 4 0 . 0 1 2

P-value for treatment
ahcdcl i  a  _ “ • i .......... i i

0 . 7 5 6 6 < 0 . 0 0 0 1 < 0 . 0 0 0 1 < 0 . 0 0 0 1

ubcdtlMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 50. Calving percentage of mature cows from d 11 to 21 of the calving season with
45-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 38.6 40.6" 35.4b 37.4"

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 37.8 39.8" 36.Oab 40.8"

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 39.6 38.4" 39.0" 37.4"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 39.2 16.4= 15.4d 16.0=

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 39.6 24.Ob 19.6= 20.6b

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 39.4 8.Od 5.6^ 4.6d

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 37.8 6.4d 4.4f 4.6d

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 39.0 7.8d 9.2= O
s 0_

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 39.6 16.0= 15.2d 15.2=

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 38.0 22.2b 21.0= 21.Ob

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 37.2 7.Od 4.6^ 4.4d

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 36.8 7.6d 4.4f 4̂ O C
L

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 38.4 8.6d 72=f 6.6d
SEM 0.012 0.010 0.012 0.012

P-value for treatment
abode I n ,  _ I  -..I - i ______ i r

0.8170 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdclMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 51. Calving percentage of mature cows from d 22 to 42 of the calving season with
45-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 29.6 26.4 30.8" 30.2"

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 29.4 27.0 28.4abc 25.8b"

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 27.4 28 8 28.8"b° 28.Oab

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 30.0 29.4 28.2"** 27.4ab

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 26.8 29.2 29.6ab 26.4bc

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 27.6 27.2 29.4"^ 26.4bc

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 29.2 27.4 25.8^ 25.6""=

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 28.8 28.6 23.8'" 26.Obc

ClDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 30.0 29.4 28.6"^ 27.6ab

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 28.2 29.2 28.2"i* 26.4bc

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 29.0 27.2 24.2" 218°

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 31.8 27.4 26.8bcd 27.2ab

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 28.0 28.6 26.8**" 25.4bc
SEM 0.011 0.009 0.011 0.010

P-value for treatment
a b c d i  < i  ” TiTT-  i I i

0.1962 0.0671 0.008 0.0121
'Means within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 52. Calving percentage of mature cows from d 43 to 45 of the calving season with
45-d breeding season.

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 1.2 1.8ls 1.4hl 2.2ef

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 1.6 2.Oefg 2 4ef8hi 2.0ef

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 2.2 2.4"=% 1.2' 2.2ef

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 2.2 1.2s 1.6ghi 1.6f

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 1.8 3.8cd 2.8"=%* 3 .6 ^

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 0.8 3.6=" 3.4="= 3.2def

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 1.4 5.4b 5.8" 5.8**

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 1.8 4.6"* 4̂ O I 5.4**=

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 1.6 1.8% 1.8%*' 1.6f

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 2.0 3.4"k 3.0"=% 3.Odef

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 2.6 2.8def 3.2="=' 4. Obcde

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 1.6 7.Oa 5.4"* 6.2*

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 1.6 4.8bc 4.6"*= 5.Oabcd
SEM 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.006

P-value for treatment 0.2573 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdelghlMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 53. Average weaning weight of steer calves sold with 45-d breeding season (kg).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 234.8 234.5" 234.2" 234.1s

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 234.5 238.2^ 236.7de 237.4ef

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 235.6 237.7d 237.2d 235.9^

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 234.6 237.2d 238.4cd 23 9. Obcde

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 233.1 238.Sabcd 238.7cd 2 4 0 2 abcde

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 235.5 240.9abc 243.Oa 239.6bcd"

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 234.2 241.7" 243.2" 242.8"

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 234.8 241.4ab 240.9abc 241.9ab

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 236.7 238.5bcd 238.4": 237.9def

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 234.4 239.9abcd 239. Ibcd 238.7":^

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 235.6 241.Iabc 242.0"b 240.4"bcd

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 235.0 241.8a 242.7a 241.8ab

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 234.8 241.6a 240.5abc 241.3abc
SEM 0 896 0.972 0.960 0.933

f -value for treatment 0.5449 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdct8Means within columns, lack of common superscript differ { P  <  0.05).
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Table 54. Average weaning weight of calves sold (all steers and non-replacement heifers)
with 45-d breeding season (kg).

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 230.8 229.Sd 228.9' 230.1'

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 230.2 234.4bc 232.6d 233.9d

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 231.2 233.8' 233.6'd 233.4d

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 230.4 234.3bc 235.5="* 234.2cd

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 229.3 234.2bc 234.7bcd 235.5abcd

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 231.6 237.2= 237.3ab 2 3 5  J abCd

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 230.6 236.2='* 237.2=b 237.7=

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 230.2 237.3= 236.0^' 237.2ab

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 231.8 234.9="* 234.3cd 234.Od

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 230.0 235.7="* 234.3cd 234.9bcd

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 231.6 235.3="* 238.1= 237.4ab

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 231.4 236.4=b 237.7= 236.8="*

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 230.5 237.3= 235.3="*d 236.9^'
SEM 0.811 0.783 0.881 0.841

f -value for treatment
abcde» t  _  • .  i •  i I i

0.6510 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
Means within columns, lack of common superscript differ { P  <  0.05).
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Table 55. Average weaning age of calves with 45-d breeding season (day).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 197.0 197. Id 197.Or 196.6s

MGA/PGFza No Synch. 196.9 199.Ic 198.8" 199.5f

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 197.2 199.Oc 199. Ie 199.Of

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 197.1 200.3b 200.8d 200.6"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 197.2 200.6b 201.2d 201.8d

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 197.6 202.5" 202.9" 203.5bc

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 196.7 203.4" 204. Iab 204.5"

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 196.9 202.6" 203.9"* 203.2"

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 196.9 200.3b 200.8d 200.7"

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 197.2 200.6b 201.3d 201.8d

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 197.2 203.3" 204.3" 204.Oab

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 196.6 203.4" 204.6" 204. Iab

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 197.1 202.6" 203.5bc 203.2"
SEM 0.2963 0.3169 0.2583 0.2407

f -value for treatment 0.7190 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdelsMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 56. Average Al conception rate of yearling heifers with 45-d breeding season (%). 
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. - - - -

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 77.6 75.8 77.8 76.1

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 78.4 76.0 77.9 72.0

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 79.6 79.1 77.3 75.5

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 81.9 79.9 78.0 80.7

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 77.2 75.6 77.8 77.5

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 77.3 74.5 79.3 76.1

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 77.0 79.6 76.0 75.3

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 76.1 75.7 76.5 81.2

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 76.3 79.2 79.0 77.9

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 74.9 78.9 77.0 76.9

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 78.9 76.8 75.8 75.6

CIDRZPGF2a ClDRZPGF2a 75.6 78.7 73.2 78.3
SEM 0.022 0.018 0.019 0.019

Z3-Value for treatment 0.6390 0.3640 0.6559 0.1234
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Table 51 .  Average Al conception rate of mature cows with 45-d breeding season (%).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. - - - -

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. - - - -

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. - - - -

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 66.8b 69.4a 71.5* 67.4b

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 68.4ab 70.9* 72.0* 71 3*b

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 69.8ab 69.1a 71.3* 70.Oab

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 46.9C 51.2b 52.3b 52.8=

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 69.4ab 72.0* 69.8* 70.2*b

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 68.3^ 70.0* 70.7* 70. Iab

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 71.2* 70.1* 72.3* 73.1*

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 71.7* 71.8* 71.6* 71.6*

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 45.5° 51.8b 52.8b 51.9=

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 68.4ab 70.1* 70.0* 70.6*
SEM 0.012 0.014 0.012 0.013

P-value for treatment
a b c «  a  ~  T I i - TT i i T

<0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 58. Average herd pregnancy rate with 45-d breeding season (%). 
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 86.8ef 87.2% 87.7ef 86.8e

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 87.5def 86.9% 87.6ef 89 4abcd

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 88. Icdef 88.6defB 87.7ef 88.0de

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 88.6bcde 88.2ef* 89.2^ 87.8de

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 89. Iabcd 88.9def 88.8def 89.9abcd

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 89 8abcd 90. Obcd 90. Ibcd 89. Ibed

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 90.6ab 91.Oabc 91.5ab 91.5"

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 90. Oabc 91.5ab 90.9abc 91.Oab

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 86.0f 89.3cde 87.4f 88.9bcd

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 88 9abcde 88.0efG 89. Icdef gg^cde

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 89.2abcd 90.2bcd 90.7abe 90.2abc

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 91.Oa 92.Ia 92.2" 91.4a

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 89 7abcd 92.2" 89.7bcd 90.9ab
SEM 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.007

P-value for treatment 0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdefgMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  < 0.05).
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Table 59. Average herd size with 45-d breeding season (head).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 5916 593.6" 593.8" 593.8"

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 593.4 592.6b 592.4b 592.4b

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 593.4 592.2b 592.2b 592.Ob

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 593.4 591.Oc 590.2" 590.4"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 5916 591.Oc 590.2" 589.6'

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 5912 589.6" 589.0' 588.2%

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 5918 588.8" 587.6% 587.Oh

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 5912 589.2" 5810% 588.6'

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 5918 592.Ob 591.2' 591.2'

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 593.0 590.6' 590.4" 589.6'

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 5912 588.8" 587.8% 587.6*"

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 594.0 588.8" 587.4* 587.0"

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 593.0 589.2" 588.4'f 588.2%
SEM 0.3038 0.3013 0.2689 0.2660

P-value for treatment 0.4019 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdct8hMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ { P  <  0.05).
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Table 60. Average number of pregnant cows sold with 45-d breeding season (head).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 7.8 8.6^ 5.8ef 5.6C

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 5.8 2.Oe 3.5f 7.6bc

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 10.1 13.4de 10.6def 15.4bc

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 14.9 16. Ide 18.8bcde 14.3bc

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 7.8 17.9cde 16. Icdef 21.3abc

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 12.1 19.Icd 22.3bcd 22 ga

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 12.4 2 4 .3 ^ 31.8ab 35.Oa

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 215 33. Iabc 30.8*^ 31.3a

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 2.0 9  I cie UOOLri 15.8bc

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 13.1 12.6de 2i 9bcd 15.6bc

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 14.6 20.8bcd 25.8^ 19.5abc

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 16.7 35.3^ 412* 32.5*

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 22.0 37.3" 25.5bc 34.0*
SEM 4.578 5.131 4.527 4.820

P-value for treatment
abcdef \  ,  ,  , ,

0.0806 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0001
abcdotMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 61. Average annual purchased feed cost with 45-d breeding season ($).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 24,142" 24,122" 24,246" 24,227"

MGA/PGF201 No Synch. 23,404b 23,595b 23,472" 23,574"

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 23,442b 23,549b 23,529" 23,521"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 21,850de 21,545d 21,422d 21,506d

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 22,477' 22,122' 21,945' 21,819'

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 21,487gh 20,971ef 20,806' 20,562fg

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 21,766def 21,119' 20,813' 20,837ef

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 21,504fgh 20,878"^ 20,848' 20,896'

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 22,966d 21,756d 21,557d 21,498d

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 22,430' 22,054' 21,920' 21,804'

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 21,322h 20,727f 20,546f 20,518g

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 21,884dc 21,154' 20,889' 20,713'fg

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 21,620'^ 21,028'^ 21,037' 20,77 Iefg
SEM 88.41 102.80 83.94 91.40

P-value for treatment <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdel8hMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ (P < 0.05).
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Table 62. Average annual non-feed cost with 45-d breeding season ($).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 45,843h 45,894J 45,923J 45,928*

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 46,840s 46,926* 46,747* 46,875"

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 47,708*' 47,696" 47,663" 47,817s

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 54,615b 54,101" 53,967" 54,245"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 52,755" 52,225^ 52,082°*' 51,964®

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 52,891" 52,308=f 52,144® 51,995°

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 52,065® 51,040s 50,694^ 50,813f

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 54,243" 53,310° 53,418® 53,582°

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 55,489= 54,988= 54,739= 54,783=

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 53,612® 53,038®" 52,836" 52,740"

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 53,491® 52,744"® 52,671" 52,611"

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 52,992" 51,898^ 51,672f 51,596®

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 55,217= 54,446" 54,447= 54,206"
SEM 154.61 159.57 145.29 153.21

P-value for treatment <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
abcdcCghijMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 63. Average annual production cost (sum of feed and non-feed costs) with 45-d
breeding season ($).

Treatment Year
Heifer Cow I 2 3 4

No synch. No Synch. 69985J 70,016% 70,169g 70,155''

MGA/PGFza No Synch. 70,244j 70,52 Ig 70,220g 70,448h

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 71,15V 71,245f 71,192f 71,338%

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 76,466bc 75,646b 75,389b 75,750"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 75,232^ 75,092" 74,027d 73,782°

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 74,377gh 73,280d 72,950° 72,557de

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 73,830h 72,159" 71,507f 71,649fg

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 75,747de 74,189° 74,266cd 74,478b

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 77,455" 76,743" 76,296" 76,281"

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 76,042cd 75,092b 74,756° 74,544b

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 74,813fg 73,47 Id 73,217° 73,129cd

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 74,836^ 73,052d 72,560° 72,31 Oef

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 76,837^ 75,474b 75,483b 74,977b
SEM 234.47 252.89 221.81 235.19

f -value for treatment <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
llbcdclghlJMeans within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 64. Average annual income with 45-d breeding season ($).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 208,867 207,399^ 202,687" 205,841"

MGAZPGF2a No Synch. 204,257 203,242" 202,868" 205,483d

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 207,715 207,830abcd 207,439bc 214,355"""

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 208,284 210,465abcd 21 l,710ab 209,624bcd

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 203,812 212,355'"": 208,246bc 212,284abcd

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 206,903 210,872abcd 212,369"b 21 l,855abcd

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 205,341 21 l,489abc 215,458"b 214,574"""

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 212,908 215,656" 213,964ab 216,518""

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 205,355 205,568"" 206,962^ 21 l,265bcd

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 207,745 21 l,039abcd 212,795"b 207,863""

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 206,821 209,372"^ 214,577ab 208,887""

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 208,361 215,218ab 219,943" 214,240"""

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 212,526 215,783" 212,616ab 218,687"
SEM 2409.0 2419.4 2655.3 2173.7

P-value for treatment
a b e d *  i  ™ i i T

0.2369 0.0109 0.0007 0.0010
Means within columns, lack of common superscript differ ( P  <  0.05).
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Table 65. Average annual ranch gross margin with 45-d breeding season ($).
Treatment Year

Heifer Cow I 2 3 4
No synch. No Synch. 138,882 137,382ab 132,51 Std 135,685bc

MGA/PGF201 No Synch. 134,013 132,72 Ibc 132,648«" 135,035bc

CIDRZPGF2a No Synch. 136,563 136,586abc 136,248bcd 143,017"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-I 131,769 134,689abc 136,32 Ibcd 133,878"

MGAZPGF2a PGF2a-II 128,580 138,008ab 134,219«" 138,502abc

MGAZPGF2a Select Synch 132,526 137,592ab 139,4 ISabcd 139,298"b"

MGAZPGF2a CO-Synch 131,511 139,329ab 143,95 Iab 142,925"

MGAZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 137,161 141,467" 139,698abc 142,040"b

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-I 127,900 128,825" 130,666d 134,984b"

CIDRZPGF2a PGF2a-II 131,704 135,947abc 138,089^ 133,319"

CIDRZPGF2a Select Synch 132,008 135,901abc 141,360abc 135,759b"

CIDRZPGF2a CO-Synch 133,524 142,166" 147,383a 141,93 Oab

CIDRZPGF2a CIDRZPGF2a 135,689 140,309ab 137,132bcd 143,710“
SEM 2423.2 2469.8 2648.6 2163.2

R-value for treatment
—a b e d *  *  T T T t -  i i T

0.0786 0.0295 0.0016 0.0017
'Means within columns, lack of common superscript differ (P < 0.05).
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

Introduction

This chapter will discuss and consider potential causes for the presented results. The 

discussion will be sorted into biological responses (calving distribution, calf weaning 

weight, Al conception rate, and herd pregnancy rate), economic responses (production 

cost, revenue, and gross margin), and a general discussion that will consider broader 

aspects of a production system when applying estrous synchronization and Al programs.

Biological Responses

Calving Distribution

Because our model used a gestation length as 285 d without any variation, the length 

of breeding season and the calving season were identical, Le., 45-d and 66-d calving 

season for 45-d and 66-d breeding season, respectively. Tables 21 to 30 and 45 to 52 are 

useful to the following discussion.

A common change in the calving distribution for both primiparous heifers and mature 

cows and in both 45-d and 66-d season was observed in the first 21 d of the calving 

season. Estrous synchronization affected the calving distribution in the first 21 d of the 

calving season but had little effect on the rest of the calving season. Estrous cycles of 

females that were cycling in the first 21 d of the breeding season were manipulated by 

estrous synchronization protocols, were bred early in the breeding season, and calved
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early in the calving season. The result for pregnancy distribution corresponds to data 

reported by Higgins (1981). Cows were synchronized with PGF2a-I, and pregnancy rates 

at d 10 and d 25 of the breeding season were reported. At d 10 of the breeding season 

more cows were pregnant in the synchronized group than in the non-synchronized control 

group. However at d 25, pregnancy rates were not different because by that day every 

cycling cow in both groups had experienced an opportunity to breed. Then at d 32, which 

is one cycle after d 10, pregnancy rate was higher for the synchronized group than for the 

control group because cows that had not conceived to synchronized Al experienced the 

second breeding opportunity while not all cows experienced the second breeding in the 

control group.

Although some cow protocols (Select Synch, CO-Synch, and CIDRZPGF2a) can 

induce estrous cycles in anestrous females, our results suggest that effects would be 

limited to females in shallow anestrus (e.g., 5 or 10 d before first postpartum estrus). In 

our results, calving percentage during d 22 to 42 was affected by estrous synchronization 

only in yr 3 and 4 of the 45-d breeding season (Table 51). If estrous synchronization 

protocols induce cyclicity in many anestrous cows that are 20 to 30 d before their first 

postpartum estrus and those cows conceived to Al, calving percentage during d 22 to 42 

would be lower than that of the non-synchronizing treatment (instead calving percentage 

in the first IOd would be higher than the current data). Select Synch, CO-Synch, and 

CIDRZPGF2a lowered the calving percentage of this period slightly in yr 3 and 4 of the 

45-d breeding season. This may indicate that some anestrous cows were induced to cycle 

conceived to Al in the early period of the breeding season. Results for mature cow
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calving percentage during d 22 to 42 (Table 44) suggested that continuous application of 

estrous synchronization for several years might improve herd cyclicity during the first 21 

d of the breeding season by providing more time between calving and the start of the next 

breeding season as suggested by Odde (1990), Short et al. (1990, 1994), Wallace (1998), 

Sprott (1999), DeJarnett (2001), Stenquist and Geary (2001a), and Stenquist (2001).

Among yearling heifers, the potential to induce cyclicity with MGAZPGFaa and 

CIDRZPGFaa were not observed because most heifers were cycling at the beginning of the 

breeding season.

Kautz (1985) reported that there were two distinctive peaks in calving percentages of 

synchronized cows while calving frequency of the non-synchronized control cows spread 

throughout the calving season without any peaks. Among synchronized cows, two 

distinctive peaks were observed around d l l  to 15 and d 40 to 45 of the 60 d calving 

season. This result could be interpreted as: the first peak was due to the synchronized 

breeding and calving and the second peak was due to that cows had been slightly 

synchronized for the clean-up period due to estrous synchronization applied at the 

beginning of the breeding season. This synchronization effect for the clean-up period can 

be seen in our results. In Table 48 and 52, calving percentage from d 43 to 45 of the 

calving season for heifers and cows, respectively, were generally higher among 

synchronizing treatments than the non-synchronizing treatment. For example, tracking 

the potential day for synchronized females to be bred, that would be first 5 d, d 25 

(adding 20 d), and d 45 of the breeding season. Hence, the results of Table 48 and 52 

might represent the percentages of females slightly synchronized, i.e., potentially a peak
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in calving frequency. The reason that the calving percentage during d 43 to 45 OfPGF2a- 

I was not different from that of the non-synchronizing treatment might be because it used 

10 d for Al in which d 6 to 10 of the breeding season was the synchronized period. That 

is, the next estrous peak would be around d 26 to 30 and d 46 to 50 of the breeding 

season, but the breeding season ended at d 45, Le., 5 d short to capture all of repeat 

breeders.

Through this discussion above, our data might expect three peaks for calving 

frequency while Kautz (1985) reported two peaks. However, this difference could be due 

to variability in the length of estrous cycle and gestation, both of which were not included 

in the model.

When comparing synchronizing treatments, results for primiparous heifers were not 

different between the two protocols, MGAZPGF2a and CIDRZPGF2a, in both 45- and 66-d 

scenarios. Calving percentage in the first IOd includes calves from heifers bred by Al, 

Le., synchronization pregnancy rates, indicating MGAZPGF2a and CIDRZPGF2a protocols 

are equally effective and can be expected to yield similar results in terms of 

synchronization response and pregnancy rates.

Among cow protocols, differences in calving percentage in the first 10 d of the season 

would be due to differences in pregnancy rates of each protocol during the first 10 d of 

the breeding season. Select Synch, CO-Synch, and CIDRZPGF2a caused higher calving 

percentage in the first 10 d of the calving season than PGF2a-I and PGF2a-II did, Le., 

higher Al pregnancy rates in the previous year because these three protocols can induce 

cyclicity in anestrous cows. In the case of CO-Synch, Al conception rate is the same as
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Al pregnancy rate (number conceived to Al divided by number treated) because of timed 

Al, with which all cows are bred by AL So, although Al conception rate was lower in 

CO-Synch than in others, Al pregnancy rate, which was reflected in the first 10 d of the 

calving percentage, was similar to Select Synch and CIDRZPGF2a, and greater than 

PGF2a-I and PGF2a-II protocols.

Calf Performance

Tables 31 to 33 and Table 53 to 55 (for 66-d and 45-d scenarios, respectively) 

summarize calf performance and are useful to the following discussion. In both 45-d and 

66-d scenarios, average weaning weight for steer calves and for all calves sold (steers and 

non-replacement heifers) were heavier for treatments involving Select Synch, CO-Synch, 

or CIDRZPGF2a than for other treatments. Also, in both scenarios, there were no 

differences among treatments involving PGF2a-I or PGF2a-II and synchronizing only 

heifers, and the non-synchronizing treatment was the lowest. Thus, as suggested, 

weaning weight was heavier for calves from cows treated by estrous synchronization than 

for calves from non-synchronized cows due to early conception in the breeding season 

and early birth in the calving season (Higgins, 1981; Odde, 1990; Short et ah, 1990,

1994; Gaines et ah, 1993; Wallace, 1998; Sprott, 1999; DeJarnett, 2001; Stenquist and 

Geary, 2001 a,b; Stenquist, 2001). Heavy weaning weight of early-born calves caused by 

early breeding date of dams corresponded to the simulated results of Julien and Tess 

(2002).

Results for calf age at weaning had a clear difference in both 45- and 66-d scenarios 

(Table 33 and 55). Age at weaning was always oldest in treatments synchronizing both
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heifers and cows, than treatments synchronizing only heifers, and the lowest in the non

synchronizing treatment. Hence estrous synchronization yielded older calves (Higgins, 

1981; Odde, 1990; Short et ah, 1990, 1994; Gaines et a l, 1993; Wallace, 1998; Sprott, 

1999; DeJarnett, 2001; Stenquist and Geary, 2001a,b; Stenquist, 2001). There was no 

difference between the two heifer protocols. Among cow protocols, calf ages were older 

for Select Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRVPGF2a than for PGF2a-I or PGF2a-IL

Differences in calf performance due to each protocol can be explained in a same 

manner as the calving distribution discussed above. Weaning weight was also affected 

by Al pregnancy rate of each protocol. As the synchronized pregnancy rate increases, the 

number of early-born calves also increases, i.e., heavier herd average. In both scenarios. 

Select Synch, CO-Synch, and CIDRZPGF2a produced heavier weaning weights than other 

treatments. These protocols induced cyclicity in anestrous and resulted in higher 

pregnancy rates than other protocols, i.e., produced more early born calves. As for 

calving distributions, there was no difference between the two heifer protocols.

Considering the 66-d scenarios, weaning weight was heavier for every synchronizing 

treatment with a range of 2 to 10 kg heavier than the non-synchronizing treatment (Table 

31 and 32). Age at weaning was older for every synchronizing treatment with a range of 

I to 8 d older than the non-synchronizing treatment (Table 33). Also, in 45-d scenarios 

weaning weight was heavier for every synchronizing treatment with a range of 4 to 8 kg 

heavier than the non-synchronizing treatment (Table 53 and 54). Age at weaning was 

older for every synchronizing treatment with a range of 2 to 8 d older than the non

synchronizing treatment (Table 55). These results were quite comparable to the reported
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values. Added values from Higgins (1981) were 7.7 d older and 6.5 kg heavier calves 

relative to calves from non-synchronized cows, and Gaines et al. (1993) estimated 3.8 kg 

of body weight gain per calf. These values support the accuracy of our model.

Herd Performance

In both 45-d and 66-d scenarios, simulated Al conception rates agreed with 

biologically acceptable values for heifers and cows and for each protocol. Conception 

rate is modeled as a probability of pregnancy occurrence per insemination (either by bull 

or Al). Hence, results should be close to values discussed as probability of conception in 

Chapter 4. Yearling heifer Al conception rates were not different between the two 

different protocols in both 45-d and 66-d scenarios except yr 2 of the 66-d scenario 

(Table 34 and 56). Numerically every result seemed realistic and biologically correct.

In both 45-d and 66-d scenarios, there was no difference in Al conception rates by 

cow protocols except for CO-Synch which applies timed Al (Table 35 and 57). Except 

CO-Synch, Al conception rate for each protocol was around 70%, which was biologically 

acceptable. Timed Al conception rate for CO-Synch was around 50%, which was 

consistent to reported values by Geary and Whittier (1998) and Geary et al. (2001). Year 

effects were significant for mature cow Al conception rate which might indicate the herd 

improvement by the continuous application of estrous synchronization, Le., early 

pregnancy followed by early calving, and long period for rebreeding and high herd 

cyclicity provided by early calving (Table 20 and 44). Interactions between treatments 

and years were significant in 66-d scenarios but not in 45-d scenarios. This suggests
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there might be some protocols of which results are affected as years proceed in 66-d 

scenarios.

Results for Al conception helped validate our model and facilitated the discussion for 

pregnancy rates because conception rates of each cycle were simulated correctly. In 66-d 

scenarios, pregnancy rates were not different by treatment in the first 2 yr (Table 36). 

Even though there were statistical differences in yr 3 and 4, relative to the non

synchronizing treatment, synchronizing treatments resulted in about the same pregnancy 

rates or only small gains. Synchronization manipulates the estrous cycles of cycling 

females and tightens the estrous occurrence into a short period, and this will provide one 

more breeding opportunity for a certain length breeding season, i.e., some cows would 

experience four breeding opportunities in the 66-d breeding season. However, in the 66- 

d breeding season, our results suggested that three breeding opportunities, i.e., the non

synchronizing treatment, would result in the same pregnancy rate as synchronizing 

treatments. In other words, the fourth breeding opportunity caused by estrous 

synchronization did not increase pregnancy rate. In our model, probability of sterility of 

mature cows was assumed to be 0.045 (4.5%). Hence the maximum pregnancy rate 

would be around 95%. Simulated pregnancy rates of the non-synchronizing treatment 

were 91.8 to 93.0%, i.e., there were only a few cows that could benefit from a fourth 

breeding opportunity.

On the other hand, pregnancy rates in 45-d scenarios were affected by treatments 

(Table 58). Relative to the non-synchronizing treatment, treatments synchronizing cows 

with Select Synch, CO-Synch, and CIDR/PGFza produced 3 to 5% higher pregnancy
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rates. With the 45-d breeding season, most cows in the herd would receive only two 

breeding opportunities without estrous synchronization, while Select Synch, CO-Synch, 

and CIDR/PGFia would provide three breeding opportunities even to some anestrous 

cows by inducing cyclicity. Two cow protocols, PGF2a-I and PGF20-II, might not 

provide three breeding opportunities to every cow. These two protocols are effective 

only in cycling cows with CL, and only responders could have three breeding 

opportunities by the end of the breeding season. As seen in the first IOd calving 

percentage (Table 49), Al pregnancy rate OfPGF2o-II was low, which suggested that 

response to the protocol would also be low, i.e., providing three breeding opportunities to 

only small a number of cows. Also, application OfPGF2o-I took IOd hence only 35 d 

were left for the rest of the breeding season. For CO-Synch this might not be a problem 

because it took only I d for Al period and 44 d were left for the clean-up period.

A 44-d clean-up period might explain the beneficial results for the CO-Synch protocol 

in spite of the following considerations. As discussed above, timed Al conception rates 

represent also synchronized Al pregnancy rates of the herd. Besides, in this protocol, this 

percentage represents the synchronized response, i.e., only about one half of the herd 

responded to the protocol. The percentage synchronized was lower than for Select Synch 

or CIDRZPGF2a. This can be seen in the following: when a pregnancy rate of Select 

Synch is 55% (judging from calving percentage in the first 10 d of the calving season) 

and a conception rate is 70%, the synchronized percentage is 79% (55 divided by 70). 

Cows that have responded but not conceived can have one more breeding opportunity in 

either a 45- or 66-d breeding season. In CO-Synch, the number of cows synchronized
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was lower than for Select Synch or CIDRZPGF2a, however, as discussed, the longer 

clean-up period of CO-Synch (two breeding opportunities for cows not conceived by 

timed Al) might equalize the results among these three protocols in many traits: calving 

distribution, calf performance, herd pregnancy rate, and economic traits discussed later in 

this chapter.

In both 45-d and 66-d scenarios, herd size was changed after yr 2 (Table 37 and 59). 

Numerically, there was only a five to six head difference between the highest and the 

lowest values. Rankings were constant through yr 2 to 4 and in both 45-d and 66-d 

scenarios: from the highest to the lowest, non-synchronization, treatments synchronizing 

only heifers, treatments involving PGF2a-I or PGF2a-II, and treatments involving Select 

Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGF2a. This was because the same modeling strategies were 

used as Tess and Kolstad (2000b) and Julien and Tess (2002). As described in Chapter 3, 

ranch size was based on a fixed forage resource. Changes in cattle performance due to 

changes in calving distribution affected forage harvest and normal carrying capacity. As 

discussed above, calving distribution was changed by estrous synchronization especially 

in the first 10 d of the season and calving percentages were different by treatments. Once 

calves were born, they also started to consume forage and dams’ consumption would also 

increase due to lactation. When more calves were produced early in the calving season 

from estrous synchronization, those calves and their dams consumed more forage from 

calving to weaning. Under the fixed forage constraint, this meant that fewer cows could 

be maintained during the grazing season with earlier calving. Hence rankings for herd
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size were the opposite of the rankings for the calving percentage of mature cows in the 

first 10 d of the calving season. These results agree with Julien and Tess (2002).

Number of pregnant cows sold was not affected by treatments in 66-d scenarios. 

However, numerically treatments involving CO-Synch and CIDRZPGF2a produced more 

pregnant cows sold than other treatments (Table 38). The same trends were statistically 

significant for 45-d scenarios (Table 60). Cows were culled due to non-pregnancy, calf 

performance and unsoundness, and age (13-yr-old). Voluntary culling was conducted for 

pregnant females to maintain herd size (cows < 11-yr-old were sold as pregnant cows). 

For all simulations in this report, it was decided to sell pregnant mature cows and to keep 

pregnant yearlings. These results are related to herd pregnancy rates (Table 36 and 58). 

The higher the pregnancy rate, the more pregnant cows were sold to maintain herd size. 

As discussed above, there was little difference in pregnancy rates by treatments in 66-d 

scenarios.

In 45-d scenarios. Select Synch, CO-Synch, and CIDRZPGF2a produced higher 

pregnancy rates than others, and results were reflected in the number of pregnant cows 

sold. It has been suggested that estrous synchronization may increase overall pregnancy 

rates, which may lower culling and replacement rates when non-pregnancy is the main 

reason behind annual culling decision (Stenquist and Geary, 2001a). Development or 

purchase of replacement heifers represents a significant cost in cow-calf operations 

because of higher nutrition demands than mature cows (Tess, 1999). Thus, lowering the 

culling and replacement rate might lower production costs.
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Economic Responses

In both 45-d and 66-d scenarios, feed cost was lower for every synchronizing 

treatment compared to the non-synchronizing treatment (Table 39 and 61). This was due 

to the number of bulls needed. By applying Al, the number of bulls needed for the clean

up period became lower than the number needed for natural service treatment without 

synchronization (data not shown). As discussed above, the number of mature cows was 

lowered as calving percentage in the first 10 d of the calving season increased, i.e., 

corresponding to the pregnancy rates during the early period of the breeding season, 

which were affected by synchronizing protocols. Although it was only a few head 

difference, this must have affected feed cost, too. Hence ranking among the means of 

feed cost was consistent to the ranking discussed for herd size and was opposite of the 

ranking discussed for calving percentage in the first 10 d of the calving season.

Rankings for mean annual non-feed cost were opposite of feed costs (Table 40 and 

62). As discussed in the paragraph above, costs for bulls were lower for synchronizing 

treatments than for the non-synchronizing treatment because of the lower number of bulls 

needed. However, non-feed cost was the lowest for the non-synchronizing treatment. 

Hence, the cost for synchronization was not covered by the reduced bull costs.

Treatments synchronizing only heifers cost less than treatments synchronizing both 

heifers and cows. Considering results for each protocol (Table 12 and 13), CIDRZPGFia 

as a heifer protocol cost more than MGAZPGFia. Among cow protocols (Table 13), CO- 

Synch appeared the cheapest, however, every cow was bred by timed Al, i.e., semen and 

Al technician fee were added for every cow, while in other protocols, semen and Al
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technician fee were charged only to those cows detected in estrus. Although timed Al is 

often thought to be more expensive than breeding by estrus, our results indicated that 

CO-Synch would be cheaper than PGF2a-I, PGF2a-II, Select Synch, or CIDRZPGF2a. That 

is, cost for timed Al is less expensive, and could be less expensive than other protocols 

due to cost savings related to estrous detection. In other words, cost for estrous detection 

is critical because it makes PGF2a-I the most expensive, although only one dose OfPGF2a 

($2.20) is used. The CIDRZPGF2a was as expensive as PGF2a-I simply because cost for 

synchronization agents.

The PGF2a-II and Select Synch yielded the similar results. Select Synch cost more for 

synchronization agents and estrous detection than PGF2a-II, and judging from 

percentages of cows calving in the first 10 d of the calving season, more cows were bred 

by Al in Select Synch than in PGF2a-II, i.e., higher cost for semen and Al technician for 

Select Synch. However, few bulls were needed in Select Synch than in PGF2a-II due to 

the higher Al pregnancy rate in Select Synch. Hence, reduced cost for bulls covered the 

higher expense for synchronization agents, semen, and Al technician in Select Synch.

Although rankings of treatments for feed cost and non-feed cost were opposite to each 

other, the rankings of treatments for total production cost (sum of feed and non-feed 

costs) were similar to non-feed cost (Table 41 and 63). The non-synchronizing treatment 

was the cheapest, synchronizing only heifers was less expensive than synchronizing both 

heifers and cows, and combinations with CIDRZPGF2a as a heifer protocol were more 

expensive than combinations with MGAZPGF2a. Rankings among cow protocols were 

also similar to the rankings of non-feed cost. The application of estrous synchronization
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and Al reduced purchased feed and non-feed costs by decreasing the number of bulls 

relative to natural service. However, expenses for estrous synchronization and Al were 

not covered by reduced costs for bulls.

In 66-d scenarios, annual income did not differ among treatments except in yr 4 (Table 

42). Even in yr 4, numerically there were no large differences, while in 45-d scenarios 

there were significant differences in annual income by treatments after yr 2 (Table 64). 

First, earlier born and heavier calves caused in synchronizing treatments increased 

income. Also, this is related to herd pregnancy rates, which were related to number of 

pregnant cows sold. As discussed above, there were no large differences in pregnancy 

rates and in number of pregnant cows sold among 66-d scenarios. On the other hand, 

there were significant differences in pregnancy rates and in number of pregnant cows 

sold among 45-d scenarios. Trends in these results would be reflected in income. 

Treatments synchronizing both heifers and cows produced more income than the non

synchronizing treatment and treatments synchronizing only heifers. This relates to the 

discussion above because most of the time synchronizing both heifers and cows yielded 

higher pregnancy rates and more pregnant cows sold than the non-synchronizing 

treatment and treatments synchronizing only heifers.

Year effects were significant in both 45-d and 66-d scenarios (P < 0.01; Tables 20 and 

44). In both scenarios, income of the non-synchronizing treatment was not changed for 4 

yr. While in every synchronizing treatment, income was increased from yr I to 2, which 

indicated that calves sired by Al in yr I was reflected as the income in yr 2. However, 

treatment x year interactions were not significant.
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Finally, RGM (income -  total production cost) provides information on the 

profitability of estrous synchronization and Al programs (Tables 43 and 65 for 66-d and 

45-d scenarios, respectively). In both scenarios, results of RGM in yr I and 2 were 

similar. Inyr I, due to higher costs for synchronizing treatments than for the non

synchronizing treatment, RGM was higher for the non-synchronizing treatment than for 

other synchronizing treatments in yr I (P-value approached significance in 45-d 

scenarios; P = 0.08). Non-synchronizing or synchronizing only heifers ranked 

numerically higher than treatments synchronizing both heifers and cows due to lower 

cost. Synchronization was started in yr I, so the first Al calf crop was seen in yr 2. Then 

in yr 2, income was increased by heavier Al-sired calves, and added income covered 

expenses for synchronization agents and Al. This caused no difference in yr 2 in 66-d 

scenarios. A difference in yr 2 of 45-d scenarios was due to one synchronizing treatment, 

CIDR/PGFza for heifers and PGFaa-I for cows, which was lower than others. However, 

there were no large differences among others treatments.

In 66-d scenarios, RGM differed among treatments in yr 3 and 4. In both years, the 

treatment synchronizing heifers with MGAZPGFaa and cows with CO-Synch was highest 

with no differences among other treatments. Other synchronizing treatments (either 

synchronizing only heifers or both heifers and cows) produced more income than the 

non-synchronizing treatment or as high as the treatment synchronizing heifers with 

MGAZPGFaa and cows with CO-Synch. However, RGM was not different from that of 

the non-synchronizing treatment. For example, although treatments involving PGFaa-I
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produced about the same income as the non-synchronizing treatment (Table 42), RGM 

was lower than any other treatments due to the high cost (Table 41).

In 45-d scenarios, in yr 3 and 4, treatments involving Select Synch, CO-Synch, or 

CIDR/PGF2a produced higher RGM than the non-synchronizing treatment, while other 

synchronizing treatments were not different from the non-synchronizing treatment. This 

result suggested that treatments involving Select Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDR/PGFza 

increased income so that costs for estrous synchronization were covered and Al and 

added profit were produced. While in other synchronizing treatments, costs for estrous 

synchronization and Al were covered but added profit was not produced.

One interesting thing to consider in both scenarios was that synchronizing both heifers 

and cows increased RGM as years proceeded while RGM of the non-synchronizing 

treatment and treatments synchronizing only heifers did not change through 4 yr. Year 

effects were significant in both scenarios (Tables 20 and 44). By applying estrous 

synchronization and Al continuously across years, Le., breeding females early in the 

breeding season and providing a long time prior to the breeding season after calving, 

number of cows responding to estrous synchronization and bred by Al were increased.

As discussed above, Al pregnancy rate was seen in the results for calving percentage in 

the first 10 d of the calving season. As number of cows responding to estrous 

synchronization increased, number of cows that experienced an additional breeding 

opportunity increased. Then, herd pregnancy rate increased. Corresponding to that, herd 

size lowered and number of pregnant cow sold increased. Following the improvements 

in cow performance, calf performance was also improved. First, calving distribution of
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females in the first 10 d of the breeding season was increased by synchronization as years 

proceed. Corresponding to that, average weaning weight and age at weaning were also 

increased as years proceeded. Hence, income increased corresponding to improvements 

in both cow and calf performance across years.

Interaction between treatment and year was significant in 45-d scenarios, but not in 

66-d scenarios. In 66-d scenarios, even though RGM of treatments synchronizing both 

heifers and cows increased as years advanced, that was not largely different from RGM 

of the non-synchronizing treatment (Table 43). While in 45-d scenarios, larger 

differences (both statistically and numerically) were seen in RGM between the non

synchronizing treatment and treatments synchronizing both heifers and cows (especially 

those involving Select Synch, CO-Synch, or CIDRZPGFia) than in 66-d scenarios (Table 

65). Thus, although treatments effects might be changed across years in both scenarios, 

larger changes were seen in 45-d scenarios than in 66-d scenarios.

Also, these results for RGM indicated that synchronizing only heifers did not increase 

RGM relative to the non-synchronizing treatment nor improve the ranch productivity 

across years, Le., no improvements in performances among cows and calves. Another 

way of looking at this result is that, synchronizing only heifers was essentially equally as 

profitable as the non-synchronization treatment.

General Discussion

Application of estrous synchronization and Al programs did affect cow-calf 

operations both biologically and economically. Estrous synchronization increased calf
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weaning weight and number of pregnant cows sold. Economically, estrous 

synchronization and Al programs cost more than the natural service management due to 

synchronization agents, semen, and Al technician. However, added expenses can be 

covered by reduced cost for bulls and increased income associated with heavier calves 

and more pregnant cows to sell. Hence, depending on protocols applied, RGM of 

synchronization treatments could be greater than or equal to that of natural service 

management. It has been suggested by some (Higgins, 1981; Gaines et ah, 1993; 

Wallace, 1998; Sprott, 1999; Stenquist and Geary, 2001a; Stenquist, 2001) that the cost 

for synchronization agents might be covered by the expected profitability and a tighter 

breeding season that concentrates labor (especially the labor for estrous detection and 

calving). However, this suggestion was not always true; depending on protocols applied, 

i.e., differences in cost, pregnancy rate, calf performance, and improvement in dams 

among protocols. Actually, concentrated labor for estrous detection resulted is more 

expense than timed AL

As seen in economic responses, treatments synchronizing only heifers were not 

expensive and could produce RGM similar to the non-synchronization treatment. This 

could be interpreted as synchronization costs for only heifers could be covered by 

reduced costs for bulls and added income. In our model, the primary factor that 

determines the occurrence of puberty was age, assuming sound management for nutrition 

and selection, and the majority of heifers were cycling. Response to estrous 

synchronization protocols and synchronization pregnancy rate were high. That is, sound 

management for heifer development (selection based on performance -  age and weight at
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weaning and nutritional management toward the breeding season) is critical to achieve 

successful estrous synchronization and Al programs.

In practice, considering the high incidence of dystocia in primiparous heifers, Al 

allows use of semen from sires with low birth weight or high calving ease score expected 

progeny differences.

In heifer protocols, MGA/PGF2a and CIDR/PGF2a were as effective as each other in 

terms of synchronizing response (judging from calving distribution), calf weaning 

weight, and calf weaning age. Economically, CIDR/PGF2a cost more than MGA/PGF2a. 

This was also observed in treatments synchronizing both heifers and cows that used 

either of the two treatments as a heifer protocol. Combinations with CIDR/PGF2a cost 

more than MGA/PGF2a- These differences in cost were reflected in RGM too.

In cow protocols, important keys for beneficial results were cost and the potential to 

induce cyclicity in anestrous cows. In terms of cost, estrous detection was the important 

component among the synchronization cost. In PGF2a-I, hormone use was limited to one 

dose, but due to 10-d estrous detection, it became the most expensive protocol. Instead, 

timed Al (breed all cows, i.e., semen cost for all cows) was less expensive than PGF2a-I 

and CIDR/PGF2a and about equal to Select Synch. This is interesting because frequently 

timed Al is thought to be more expensive than breeding by estrus when considering only 

the period for synchronizing and Al. However, when accounting for synchronizing cost, 

synchronizing pregnancy rate, and number of bulls needed, timed Al could be more 

economical than some of other protocols. Also, this 1-d Al period will provide a longer 

clean-up period than other protocols. Protocols that can induce cyclicity in anestrous
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cows (Select Synch, CO-Synch, and CIDR/PGF2a) were more effective than PGFaa-I and 

PGF2a-H by increasing the percentage of calves bom early (this will be followed by 

heavier weaning weight and older weaning age), pregnancy rate (in the 45-d breeding 

season, not in the 66-d), and number of pregnant cows sold. These three protocols cost 

more than other two, but within the comparison among these protocols, high investment 

for synchronization was covered by the increased income.

Because statistical analyses were conducted within 45-d or 66-d scenarios and pooled 

analyses were not conducted (discussed later), direct comparison (numerical or statistical) 

between them were not discussed. Here, differences in pattern or tendency in some traits 

in each scenario are considered. One of the most interesting traits to discuss would be the 

herd pregnancy rate. As discussed above for 66-d scenarios, synchronizing treatments 

did not cause a large difference in the pregnancy rate from the non-synchronizing 

treatment. While in 45-d scenarios, some synchronization protocols increased pregnancy 

rate relative to the non-synchronization treatment. Thus, estrous synchronization with Al 

would be more beneficial for the shorter breeding season by providing an additional 

breeding opportunity.

There were some reasons that statistical analyses to compare 45-d and 66-d scenarios 

were not conducted. First, analyzed factors would be complicated. Those would be 

treatment, year, interaction between treatment and year (those three are common to 

current data), length of breeding season, interaction between treatment and length of the 

breeding season (TxL), between year and length of the breeding season, and between 

year and TxL. There seemed to be no reasonable way to summarize so many factors.
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Second, the amount of data would be too large to be closely investigated even for one 

trait (26 treatments per trait).

This model was developed to simulate realistic bovine physiology and ranch 

enterprise performance. Potential modifications to the model might be: to account for 

variability in length of estrous cycle and gestation, and/or to allow some flexibility for the 

clean-up period after Al period in 45-d scenarios rather than within a fixed length of 45 d, 

e.g., such as 46, 47, or 51 d. The original design for the 45-d breeding season is: 5 d for 

the first service with synchronized Al, and two 20-d periods for the second and third 

services, approximating the length of estrous cycle as 20 d. This is why a synchronized 

45-d breeding season could be comparable to a 63-d non-synchronized breeding season.

If a cow does not respond to estrous synchronization, she will have at most two breeding 

opportunities. Also in a 63-d breeding season, not every cow is cycling during the first 

21-d, Le., not bred in the first 21 d and have at most two breeding opportunities.

However, if the length of estrous cycle is fixed as 21 d, the third breeding opportunity for 

some females will be lost. Also, because the length of Al period is unique to each 

protocol, the rest of the clean-up period is different within a fixed length of the breeding 

season. The total length of the breeding season might need to be adjusted for individual 

protocols. For example, for the CO-Synch protocol (I d for Al), it might suffice to 

provide a 41- or 43-d breeding season (adding 40 or 42 d), while for the Select Synch 

protocol (6 d for Al) a 46- or 48-d breeding season might be required. This would be 

critical especially for PGFia-I because it takes 10 d for Al and only 35 d left for the
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clean-up period in the fixed 45-d breeding season. Even adding some flexibility for the 

45-d breeding season, it is still shorter than the 63- or 66-d breeding season.

Also, to account for genetic values would expand the usage of this model, e.g., to 

enable us to apply commercial price of semen from proven sires ($ 15 to 20). Modeling 

would be complicated if accounting for genetic values for calf performance, carcass 

quality, and mothering ability; however, even limiting to only some traits would be 

interesting. An example of trait is weaning weight, which is one of the most important 

traits of emphasis for producers. Heavy weaning weight would follow the high income, 

which would cover the high expense for semen.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Estrous synchronization with Al does affect the biological and economical efficiency 

of the Northern Range cow-calf operations. It can increase revenue by increasing calf 

weaning weight, herd pregnancy rate, and the number of pregnant cows sold. Production 

costs for estrous synchronization with Al are greater than for natural service. However, 

reduced costs for bulls and added revenue cover costs for synchronizing agents and Al 

(semen, estrous detection, and Al technician). Hence, depending on protocols applied, 

profitability is expected to be greater than or equal to that of natural service management. 

These benefits and effects are more apparent in a short breeding season (45-d) than in a 

long season (66-d). Estrous synchronization with Al may enable producers to achieve a 

short breeding season than with natural service.

The MGAZPGF2a protocol would be suitable as a heifer protocol in terms of 

synchrony of estrus and application cost. For mature cows synchronization, protocols 

that can induce cyclicity in anestrous cows would be more beneficial than protocols 

solely depending on luteolytic agents. Appling synchronization and Al to both yearling 

heifers and cows costs more than natural service, however, when it is applied to only 

yearling heifers, production cost is far lower and close to natural service management, 

i.e., reduced cost for bulls and synchronization cost for only heifers would be equal.

In terms of the modeling study, the model used for this research can simulate bovine 

physiology and ranching enterprise realistically. Some modifications to sophisticate the
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model might be to account for variability for the length of estrous cycle and gestation, 

flexibility on the length of clean-up period for the short breeding season, and accounting 

genetic values for some traits so that we can investigate when semen of proven sires are 

purchased. For future research, it might be useful to delete the number of treatment 

based on this report (e.g., CIDR/PGFza for a heifer protocol is found to be expensive, 

especially combined with the cow protocols), which might be helpful to analyze the 

comparison between 45-d and 66-d scenarios. Also, it might be interesting to investigate 

estrous synchronization with natural service. Focal points of this question would be: I) 

no cost for Al (estrous detection, semen, and Al technician), 2) the potentially higher 

bull:cow ratio (i.e., more bulls), 3) if effects of synchronization (early conception and 

early birth which will cause heavier weaning weight and longer postpartum interval for 

dams) are observed.

In practice, estrous synchronization with Al is definitely useful for producers to access 

superior genetics. Benefits from genetic improvement are well known. Hence, some 

synchronization programs have a potential to be more beneficial than natural service 

management due to genetic improvement. Examples of genetic benefit are to achieve 

heavy weaning weight, high carcass quality, and good mothering ability through expected 

progeny differences. Another benefit of estrous synchronization with Al might be seen in 

the feedlot segment. Calves produced by this management would be uniform genetically 

and phenotypically, which would follow to produce consistent beef quality. By intense 

record keeping of the herd, Al enables producers to keep cattle in their herd as 

individuals rather than as a group, and helps to set a breeding objective -  a goal for
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enterprises or production systems through genetic improvement of the herd. Also, 

because synchronizing only heifers does not increase production cost critically, use of Al 

will help producers to prevent dystocia of primiparous heifers by selecting sires with low 

birth weight or high calving ease score expected progeny differences and to improve 

genetics in the herd even if it is very slow.

Finally, it must be stated that estrous synchronization does not improve reproductive 

efficiency when poor management is responsible for that condition. A sound 

management is necessary to have a high percentage of females exhibiting normal estrous 

cycles before the breeding season. This is the basic key for the successful breeding 

performance in range beef cattle.
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